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This study will closely examine youth culture primarily from a stree[ comer site in
downtown St. John's Newfoundland. The methods used will follow critical ethnographic
traditions utilizing individual interviews, group discussions. informal observation, and
participation in the group culture. These tools will be used to dmw out the personal and
collective stories ofyoung people who congregate at this street comer site. The concept of street
comer culture is used to place this smdyoutside the context of any institution and within the
milieu-x of youth. The investigation of youth culture occurs in their space and from their vantage
point. The street comer here is a place away from family, school, work and the authority ofadults
who may shape the interaction oCthe group. Explored in this context are the dimensions ofyoum
experience within the culture of the group. Extracted from the context are the self-representations
of young people which. depict their social world.
The portrait ofyouth culture developed through the study will identify existing gaps and
potential bridges between youth experience, schooL cultures. and pedagogical practice. It is my
hope that in capturing the "voices" of these young people they may contribute 10 knowLedge
about youth and fuel new directions in the process ofeducational change.
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Chapter I: Framc'Mldr: oftbe Study
Young peop&e today are e-tofa world in vital necdofn:scorarion aDd repair. Tbeyare
bombarded by warnings of impending environmental disa:sta", unprecedc:nted ecooomic bardship,
scan:e opportunities forevc:n mareinaI empkJymc:nt, in situatioos ofofteD. unstable family aDd
social life. From the mall food courts and variety store doorways, 10 the video arcades and fast
food joints, young people act out their understaDdings ofwbo and what they are in relatioD to
others and the world
It is precisely these young individuals who are struggling in our schools with leachers
who are often inadequately prepared to cope with tbcm (Doyle, 1993). High drop out rates,
violent outbursts and chronic disinterest are cited by teachers as symptoms of this lost gcnetatiOD.,
while for many young people school is a place which sttuetures learning in a way which !bey
describe as meaningless and IOODOlODOUS. Uttle connection is made to the context from which
they come and the texture oftbeir world (Arooowitz &. Giroux, 1985). Tbeir opinions, stories,
preftreDCeS, beliefs., values, sexuality, fears, inhibitions, and coocans are only marginally
considered in the formulatioo and delivery of the education they receive.
As lUI cduca10r in both formal and alternative educational settings I have bad
opporttmities to work with youth labelled at.risk, disruptive, delayed, and learning disabled. In
working with these young people and examining their opinions, thou&h1$, behaviours and
imeraction with others. I retooled my approach 10 teaching in order to help students succeed in
what they may regard as an alien school environmenf. Many educators. however. express a deep
frustration and even contempt for the teenage SNdents in their classes., and display great
reluctance to cbaDge their approICh in order to reach tbciryouag audieDce. The reasons often
cited for this bomeosta:ris are tbal te:maaen oecd rigid stnx:ture in order to dew:lop the social
qualitiesofrespect. respoosibility, aodobedience valued in OlD' society. It is this pp between
youth e:xperieoce aDd values IDd our approach 10 education that bas qwrked this aploratioo of
saed eomer culture.
litmDID!;Bevipy
The concepts and notions explored in the literature such as culture, youth voice, context,
eXpcr1eDCC and critical pcdagOlY will inform this critical ethnographic study.
lo cxaminiDg the culture of any group one must first decide what culture is and bow it
may be expressed through both overt and subtle behaviour, language, S)'tllbols, shared meanings
etc.. Culture is seeD. as the social relationships which exist in. group and bow tbc:sc are
experienced aDd interpr"CtCd (Giroux, 1983). Jenks (19938) views culture as .....panems. explicit
and implicit, ofand for behaviour, acquired aDd transmitted by symbols, constituting the
distinctive achicvmlCDt ofhuman groups. including their cmbod.iments in attifacts; the essential
core of culture consists o(tr8ditiooal ideas and cspcciallytheir anacbcd values" (p. 36).
lo the exploration and analysis of any cultural group it is vital to look for both the
common meanings and also the cvolutioo ofncw ways ofexpressing the culture. These two
aspects represent the whole wayoflife ofthc group as well as the special processes of discovet)'
and creative effort which occur within the group (Gray &: McGuigan, 1993). It is important to ask
questions about both common purposes and deep personal meanings. Accordi.ng to Giroux
(1983). any interrogationofcultule must .....probe the invisible &rid ofcontcxt, inquire what
unsaid propositions are assumed in the invisible and surprising external. forms ofcultural. life"
(p. 101). The CODtext in which the culture exists becomes the framework from which to exan:tinc
hidden meanings and observe cultural interaction.
The street comer has been co-opted by many young people as lhe terrain of freedom of
movemcnt and expression. It is within this context that youth culture is created, produced, and
disseminated. The street comer site then becomes an essential context to stUdy in undemanding
youth culture (Lamont & Fournier. 1992). Interaction which occun in this cnvironmcnt is
significant in that it reveals an unedited vcrsionofyouth voice. According to Willis (1990)•
.....young people are aIllhe time expressing or attempting to express something about their actual
potcntial or cultural. significance" (p. 206). The texture of youth culture is demonstrated in the
"...multitude of ways in which young people use, humanize. decoratc and invest with meanings
lheir common and immediate life spaces and social practices" (Willis, 1990, p. 207). This is the
realm of the living common cultule. [t is the ..ordinary in the extraordinary" aspects of daily lifc
in which the critical fragments ofyouth culture may be found.
Youth cultures arc oftcnon the fringe of the dominant cultweand exist within the rca1m
of popular culture. Young people arc both consumers and producers of popular fonns ofcultural
expression such as music. dance. and art. The content of this expression cannot be understood as
prespecified, but is produced within youth culture to sustain the difl"etences between what
coostitutes thedomiDantculcure aDd wbatdoe:s DOt {Giroux, 1992). Ane:xample ofa youth
subculnual group which expresses this cultural distiDCtioo bdwecD dominaDt aDd subordinate
groups is punk culture. Giroux «(992). sugests that ptmkculture, "'partly expresses social
pnctices that cornain the basis for incaToptiDa and saugI.iDa: to overthrow all those forms of
human behaviour in which differeoce becomes the basis for subjectina: human beings to forms of
degradation. enslavement, aod exploitation" (po 191). The boundaries between high aDd popular
culture are socially consttueted through the: anistic expressions, behaviours. and valucsoftbese
and othcr subcultural groups (Lamont &. Fournier, 1992). The contexts and texture ofpopular
culture should then be seen as legitimate aspects ofme everyday lives ofyouna: people and be
analysed as a primary force in shaping their values and beliefs (Giroux, 1991).
Recent technological advances and social changes in our society are reOected in the
evolution ofyouth culture. Freire (1981) believes that, "'our advauccd technological. society is
nllpidly making objects ofmost of us aDd subtly programming us into conformity to the logic of
its system" (po 14). In this ageof.social transition and rapid technological development, young
people often~ the logic transmitted by society, withdraw from it, yet are moulded by it.
Concepts arising OUloftbe literature such IS astanee, cultural capital, aDd. hegemony map out
some of the ways young people both react to and are acted upon by the wider society. These are
powetful conceptual tools to help us understand youth culture. Therefore, in studying youth
culture we should attempt to articulate DOt only the experieoces and practices that are distinctive
to this group, but abo examine bow these represent both passive or oppressive and
ttansformative relationships with others and within other environments (Giroux, 1981).
Young people an: commonly believed to be Iaclcing discipline and therefore needing to be
controlled. Accordini to Apple (1982), attempts to contrOl may be expressed as hegemonic
pressure 10 orchestrate the wills ofsubordinates into harmony with the established order of
power. The power of begemony is subtle, it persuades, coaxes, rewards, chastises, but never
coerces. It organizes consent and allows a limited social space for acceptable alternatives (Apple,
1982). In societal efforts to control young people, hegemonic processes may be al work. This
should be considered in StUdying the group and individual behaviour ofyouna: people both on the
street comer and across other conteXtS.
Resistance among young people is often a resolve not to be diminished in the face of
oppression. [n the experience of Mclaren (1993), youth resistance is''a fight against the etaSUlC
of their street comer gestures and rhythms;; it is to rirually consttuet a transitional wortd WI can
erase the past...to fOJie newself-prescntarion ofgreater potency" (p. 168). Resistance in the
classroom sepanues the offClKkr from the corporate identity as a student, and tinks them with
their marginalized cuJtura1 group (Mclaren, 1993). On the street comer resistance may surface as
a reaction to outside intetf~nce. threats to group identity, or break down in group cohesion.
Cultural and Subcyltural Capita!
Cultutal capita! is a measure of the value placed on the cultural. background ofan
individual (&urdieu &: passet5(lD, 1917). This value is interpreted by those who interact with the
individual and affects bow they lie regarded and therefore treated by others.. Differences in the
possession ofcultural. capital appear to have a significant impact on an individual's success
(Apple, 1982). In late twentieth century America. tbecu.lnuaI capital. ofcorporations bas replaced
many of the human fonns ofculnuaI capital (Giroux, 1994). N young people eat. buy, aDd~
the logos of large corporations. these symbols become cultun.l representations of importance
within the group. Youth cu!tures express and build their culture around corporate symbols and
give them social value (Giroux, 1994). An illusion ofpower seems to be created by young people
on the street who wear these appropriated cultunll symbols, especially when they are first
inttoduced. [t appears that as they infiltrate the community and are appropriated by different
subcultures. they are thrown off in a show of resistance to comfomUty and new symbols or styles
take their place. Nike, Coke, Labans. Converse, and many other corporate giants are very much a
pan. however diverse and transient, ofthe fabric of youth cultures.
Also imporwu in the study ofyouth and culture is the notion of rubc:u1tural capitaL
Thornton (1995) distinguishes subcultural capital as being I10t as c1ass-bound as cultural capital.
it rather fuels rebellion against: or escape from the trappings ofparentai class (Thornton, (995).
Bom culturnl and subcultural. capital are important fon:es at work within me "life-worlds" of
youth.
Youth Context and ExWrience
The context and social experience of youth in the 90s shapes their view of and attitude
towards schooling, family life. peers, and the future. The contemporary context in which young
people build understandings and opinions about the world has been affected by the loss of
credence they give 10 defiDed values and inherited bues for.sociaJ. meanin& membmhip aDd
security(Wtllis, 1990). This widespread crisisofcuJturaI values may diminish a crucial
foundation fex the creation and sustenm::e ofiodividuaI and group identities (Wtllis., 1990). For a
good proportion of young people tbcte is, "no loqer a sense ofa 'wboIecuJture' with allocated
places and sbami, WlivenaJ. value systems" (Willis, 1990, p. 210). The loss ofready values aDd
models ofduty and meaning may cn:ate situations ofunsettled passage into adulthood.
Symptomatic ofthis loss of security in traditioo is the rather aimless behaviour exhibited
by youth gangs ex aroups. Willis (1990) believes that, through this aimlessoess, young people are
strugg.Iing despera&ely 10 attain beigbteoed awarmess., insight, and control over their lives.
Control becomes a vital feature and is enhaDced by remaining mysterious to those outside their
cultural group. The giving up oflIIIOOymity through making their private and lived voices the
object of public $CfUtiny is ofgrave concem to many young people (Giroux &: Simon, 1989).
According to Hebdige (1988), youth subcultures are always both a demand 10 be seen and a
refusal to be watched and understood, !hey are "hiding in the light'" (p. 91).
Ymuh Experimcc and ScbgpUng
As they enter school culture young people "carty their life experiences as an
accumulatiooofcoUcctive memories whichprovidc Ibcm with a sense offamiliarity, identity,
and practicallmowledgc" (Giroux. 1991, p. 129). The student'sexpcrimcc ofscbool becomes
intertWined with their lives at home aDd on !be street. As young people move through the various
social cootextsofscbool. family, aDd peen they must make adaptations especially wbeD the
contexts are governed by different values and norms. According to Phelan, Davidson.l ClIo
(1991) little study has been doDe on lbtse multiple 'WOdds of)'OUDl peopic and bow they imeract.
The recognition ofyouth expcricuce as rekvanC to tile Ieaming p:ocess is gaininj;
prominence in education literatun:. Even tboush youth expcrieoce may be somewhat "raw,
limited in scope, and Wlfruitful.., it makes up the distiD:tive voice oftile individual and must be
critically engaged so that tbcycan ranakeor rooYe bqood it (Giroux, 1992, p. 34). The complex
histories and stories which Jive meaning to the lives ofstudents. are never innounl, therefore
they must be recognized for both their c:otlIradidions as well as for tbcir possibilities.. (Giroux,
1991).
There is ample evideDcc that while the actions ofpupils, collectively and individually,
impiDge on the formal sdlool struc:tun: this role has remained largdy~ and
W\Cxamined (Angus, 1986). lIthe educational system is going to give student experience a
central place in school curriculum, classroom pnlCtic:es, and lcac:hing, edue:atots 'Nill have to
redefine how aDd what knowledge aDd experience is valued.. "For many students school culture
has little to do with either their histories or their interests.. jt becomes something to be endured
and from which to escape" (Aronowitz&' Giroux, 1985, p. 148).
Denial ofthe value aod signific:anc:eofstudent experience within sc:booliDg leads to
student alienation and withdrawal. Students tend to resist any process within schoot cuitun:':
which discmpowers them. "Unequal, disabling education is symbolic violence against them,
which they answer with their own skills ofresistance - silence, disrupl:ioo, non-performance,
absence, vandalism etc.... (Sbor, 1986, p. 183). Ac:c:ompanying this resistance to meaningless
schooling is student withdrawal into the: youth culture. Here they invest aI.J the subjective
energies denied in the classroom (Sbor, 1986).
For most young people it is essemial that teachers aDd admiJristrators are at least
sympatbetic: 10 lbcir lived cuftuRI forms such lIS popuJ.w music: m:l5lRd comer codes
(Mclaren, 1993). It is important tbcn, for teKbcrs 10 iDteJrate iDto tbeir pedago&ies an
understaodin& ofhow identification with youth culture outside the <:Jassroom, impinges on a
student'sideutity aDd fun.tte vision. Popular culture is ODe medium through whi<:b this
understanding may be rcacbed. Popular culnnI forms sbouId be anaJymi as • primary fon:e in
shaping student values aDd belielS aDd become a serious object ofstudy in the official
<:urri<:ulum. Througb the a<:ceptance ofpopular culture as the forum forstudeo.t voice, teachers
can help students explore the ideologies, cultural codes, and social practices that repress
alternative UDdentaDdingsoftbeirovm society, culture, aDd world (Giroux, 1991). According 10
Bames(l992), iDclusionofyouth expc:rieDCe aDd culture in scboolin& is vital as it is deeply
implicated in the complex and delicate project ofieamiDg.
[)csjpn OCtb: Study
This critical etbnognphi<: study explored contemporary youth culture at a spccifi<: street
comer site. AD ethDograpb.ic approach aIlowut me to~ the beliefs. value systemS,
perceptions etc. ofyouns people in a way that produced "thick dcscription"ofyouth culture
(Gertz cited in Anderson. 1989). The multiple layers of data collected by using methods such as
pcrsooaJ interviews, focus groups. 6cld obscrvaIiom. penon&! reflections, and infonnal dialogue
with youth provided this type ofcultun1 dccription (liam:y, 1990). A critical approach to
ethnogxapby incorporates these pmotW fragmtots into the wider social, cultural, and political
context oftbescbool scttiD&(Harvey, 1990). To assist indevdoping tools fortbis study I haw:
completed a review ofrdc:vaDt literatUre 00 culture. cootanpomy youth context and experience,
schooling, and pedagogy. These readings establish a foundation for the study and point to other
contexts and forces which may shape the study ifOUP.
Pall CoJIq;tinn U,dXX"
The primary study site is the War Memorial in downtown St. John's, Newfoundland. This
street comer site is a popular hangout spot for young people during the summer months. At this
site the following methods ofdaIa collection were canicd out:
I) lodividualintervi.ews
lnformal and open ended interviews were undeI1aIcen with consenting young people at the
street comer site. These discussions probed genep.I areas such as; bacqrounds, in~,
valueslbeliefs, spiriruality, skills., aspinttions, sttuality, kJcal and global coocerns etc.. Notes of
these sessions were: made at the time ofor sbort.Iy following the session, or they were audio-taped
and transcribed later. Further topics for discussion originated from comments made by study
participants during the interview.
Disposable cameras~ liven to interested)'OUDg people with very liberal instructions
to capture their interpretations of youth culture 00. film. Each photograph was tided and described
by the pbotographers in audio-taped interviews. This method proved to enrich the interView
process by providing lift-offpoints for in«pch diJcussiOD and openings for spontaDeous and
creative insi&bts into the culture oftbe community. (See sample ofpbotogTaphs in Appendix A)
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2) Focus groups
SmaIJ groups ofyoung peop&c volun&ecred to meet togl:tbc:r al me study site or otbc:r
location 10 discuss a topK: in wbi<:b they expres.tedinteRstSllCbas. "What role do liieods play in
your life?". Questions for subsequent focus groups emc:raed from the previous discussion or from
6eld observations.. Tbe5e focus group mec:tings.....ere audKMaped aDd transcribed laIcr.
3) Participant Obse:rvabon
The group was obserwd daily al me meet comer- site from lire June until late August
1995. AU obsrrvations were recorded in the form of6eld notes as they occurred. Descriptions of
activity, group intcraetioo..langu8&e, dress, symbols, body language, aDd emerging trends and
clw1ges over time \\Ue recorded in detail. Also,. daily jouma.I was kept dc:tailiag my own
involvements with the study group including actions and personal R:flectioos 00 the study. Over
the coune oftbe study I became more ofa participant than an observer of tile cultural life of
young people at the site. Reflections in my daily journal became mote frequent than 6eld DOte
observations as my participation within the group increased
4) Personal Expressions
Individual expressions ofstudy group members in the form ofjournal writing, poetry, art
work, and music wm: coUcctcd 10 add depth to the description of individuals. This dimension
provides additional texture 10 the azW)'SU of~ behaviour and interKtion as well
5) Participation Beyond the Site
Part ofdaily participation in the culture required movemmt with young people beyond
the study site. Visits 10 bus, pool balls, restaurants, parks and beacbc:s extended observations and
interactions into • wider social context.
II
SlwIUimJII>
The study focused entirely on the group ofyoung people who frequeoc the War Memorial
site. Approxinwely sixty iDdividuals formed the group UDder observaIion at the site (will be
called youth community), balfofwhich were involved in iaIa'views, informal chats, participated
in focus groups (will be c:aI.Ied study J*licipaDlS). Access co this group was pined by
estabLishing cootaets prior to study with individuals who an: regular visitors to the site. Visits
were made to groups such as Youth for Social Justice (youth activist groUP), Choices for Youth
(prognu:n for "at·risk" youth). and Brother T.I. Mw-phy Centre (alternative school) to explain the
intention aCme study and to establish CODtaelS within the youth community prior to
commeocemeDt ofthe study. These key coolXts or infOrmaDtS assisted in my transition into !.be
community. making establishing a rapport aDd gaining accepcance within the youth community
easier. Participants in these sessions \\IUC provided with written infonnation and they signed a
consent form for involvement in the study. (see sample consent form Appendix B)
Each oCtbe study participants was given an arbitnuy fictitious name for use in the thesis
report 10 protect their anooymity.lfthe name oftbe individual was notlalown at the time aCtbe
study, any quowioDs or COIIIlIlCnts refc:md to in the tbesis repon are marked (unknown).
Pmnission was given by participants to include photographs taken by members oftbc study
group, and oripw works such as poetry and songs were also submitted by the authors for
inclusion in the study. Excerpts from field notes and journal entries are used to provide vivid
description ofevents and bebaviours.
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--Some basic analysis aDd caregorizaciOD. ofdata oc;curred during the study period (June-
August). Transcribed DOtes, field ooIc:s, lIDdjournaI enbies: weR loosely eategori.zed for easy
access under beadings such &S quotalioos. penooal interviews. observations etc. These weR
reviewed on Ul ongoing basis aDd coded usin& descriptive beadin&s or key words used by study
participants tbcmse1ves. This maximized my ability to iDclude even obscure communications in a
manner thal utilized youth voice in the selection ofmeaningful categories.
In the laterpbase of the analysis, after completioooftbe study period, the descriptions of
youth culture were linked to the cunent literatweon school culture and critical pedagogy. This
placed the youth culture under study into a socio-bislorically specific milieu (Harvey, 1990).
PrxticaJ sugeestions to confront current educatiooal problems were then drawn from the links
between youth aod school cultwe.
CbapterS"mmDry
The intention oftbe study is to draw a rich portrait of youth culture within downtown St.
Jobo's using the voices and represe:ntatioo ofyoung people. Insights gaiocd from the young
people tbemselva arc used to KIentify gaps aDd tbc:n coostruet potential bridges between youth
and school cultures. It is my bopc that these bridges can make relationships and. leaming
partnerships with young people more meaninaful and considerate.
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Cbaptt:r 2: Shifting ofReOOooships
Human communities typically consist of network5 upon oetworb ofpeopl.e associating
with ODe lIDOlber. The youth community in downtown St.John's is DO exception. It fonns an
intricate web ofsocial groups which intenect md diVUF 8l moments in the coorse of1beir
dynamic evolution. These IfOUPS ow:r time crate an exteusive portfolio of their sauggJc:s.
investments, and commitments that is passed down aDd retooled by members through interaction
within and across social borders. Defined subcultures then emerae complete with distinct
identities and criteria for membership. Young people's movements within and between these
subcultural groups marks the complexjoumey IOwards clarifYing values. shaping beliefs, plotting
funJre dirtctions, and bui.k1ing selfconcept. EnmiDatioo. ofthe shifting of relationships within
streeT. comer life must undctgird any aue:mpu 8l COMeCting youth experieoce with desire,
motivatiol1, and attitude within school cultures.
Cpmmunity Dssrintion
The War Memorial is a centraJ. mcctin& place for YOlUl& people in downtoWD St. John's.
It borders the sidewaJkand main tborou:gb..fan: ofOuckwortb Strectooooe side and affords an
open view 10 the harbour 00 the otbc:r. A large lDOIlument is <:entraIIy located on the street side
surrounded by a cement platform area. The platform is walled with iron railings and bas two
benches ofcement built into adjacent sides. Steps lead down on the barbour side to landscaped
gardens and shady sloping land which emtnees the War Memorial itself.
Y0Wl& people begin to come down when the WQlbc:r warms up in !ale April or May and
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stay through to September or Occober. The Ktivity falls off'sharply wbeD many ofthe young
people mum. to school The War Memorial (will be called the site or upper site) is used for
socializing. playing backy sack, skaleboarding, and smokiDg cipmtes. or marijuana.. During the
summer months, it is probably lhe most active congregation site for young people in the
downtown area (especially in fair weather). From my infonnaJ observations the young people
seem to fonn a relatively peaceful community with small pockets ofinteraetioo. and activity
occ:urring simultaneously around the site.
Young people Dow into and out of the si~ staying for a few minutes to sevenl boun at a
stretclt. Groups and individuals t10al around within the site to different kM:atiocs over the <:oUZX
of the day. There is DO set allocation ofspaceor tetritory for 8Ctivityor socializing. or for any
particular group. There is., however, a common trend which will be discussed later. The sitc starts
to comc to lifc at around 2:00 p.m. and reaches a peak: at between 9:00-11:00 p.m.. At peak times
30 or more young people congregate around the War Memorial. Morning hours at the site seem.
to be when towists visit to take picturc:s ofthe monument or oldtt residents and business people
in the downtown sit and have coff'cc.
The followiD& entry into my daily journal may etch a feding ofthe living space of this
community.
It's a blue sky day...siz:zlc eggs CD the pavemeuL The 101M:!" site is busy with tourists who
seem to be invading the spaceoftbc skaterdWes. Robust women with toddlers don't
seem 10 interest them. They flip up their boards and hikc it down Water Street. Clearly
they see this as an invasion oftbeir tetritory, but they aren't going to scrap for it today.
Their usua1 approach is to be as 1000 and obnoxious as possiblc until the intrudcn
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Young people will. as they always do, arrive gradually asking. "have you seen so-and-so·
or "wbat areya at. bow's the stUffyou're writing going, have you foUDd. out much yet".
These are all funiliar queries. ['ve SlOpped anticipating a reauJar ebb or flow, a structured
partml of existence here. Some days are quiet tbcosuddenly a clustcr ofteens with back}'
sack ooze onto the scene aod the Wu: Memorial becomes. playpoUDd, meetina: place,
coffee shop.
Layers ofgum splotches melted into the granular stooe surr.:e of this monument signal
their passin&. How many cigarettes have been smoked bete, bought for 5 or 10 cents a
pop, traded, bummed, begged? How many joints tit and inhaled while watching the
world pass, icebergs melt in the barbour or float away? lfwe could only pull away the
stooe and witness the imprints ofso many young feet in the fleshy underside of this place.
This is knowing, the transformation oftbe young into DeW being;s. (Journal Entry; July
10195)
Culture can be imagined as a roadmap in an evolvingjoumey ofsurvival, or as a river bed
that creates it own form and direction over time due to a variety of influences. (Saravia-
Shore &; Arvizu cited in HoUiDs, 1996, p. 8)
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It is with this image ofculnue in mind that the shiftiDg relationships within the youth
community an: explored. aDd interpreted. The roadmap ofyouth cultule guides us throughout the
youth community as it evolves within the wider COIJtext ofdowntown SL John's.
--Daily existence at the site is very low key, almost static. Hen: an: excerpts &om my field
notes and daily journal reflecting on my interaction with a IfOIlp of founcen year olds, after
=en1__out_.
We talIt about bomscopes and how broke everyone is right DOW. Summer says she's
bored with the scene, she smokes another cigarette, Dawn bums yet another draw from
the butt. They say they bave DO plans for the:: weekend...DOthing going on as usua.1. Robin
bums • smoke, sucks briefly and loodJy in., then blows out bard puffing out her cheeks..
The smoke billows around us without eotering bcr" lungs. OW" convenatioo meandcn
bc:yood my recollection. This apathetic trio is getting to me. They invited me here and
now I make trivial small talIt and they act halfinterested. "Where should we go now?
Coco's (local restaurant) maybe. we can use the phone there for freen (Dawn). They drift
off..l walk home in • haze sticky from the ice aeam and smelling like stale smoke. (Field
"""'0 July 27195)
An atmosphere of letbarjy and mindlessness. A yearning to be pleasantly absent in your
existence within thisp~ A waiting for time to envelope you, to crate a me charge, a
boost into oblivion. Why are they waiting? What b.appeoed to)Urning, seeking,
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exploring?~ is tbeeoerzy, iDitiative, IDd brasbDess ofyouth? (bave DeVer felt so
.........-. .......... (loun>ol Enuy. Jmy 3OI9S)
These excerpts provide only • glimpse ofmy feeliDp at some points during the study.
The overwbdming static nature ofllle at the site, bowever, pervaded the entire period ofsa.fy.
lndividuals bad fewcommitmcnts and didn'tsctmcogni7..antoftbc time except when a parent
was picking them up. It is evident that the amoUDtoftime spent hanging oUlat the site is DOt the
same across the subcultural groups. Freaks and An Fags (see Subcultures) tend to have more
outside involvements and less time to hangout at the site, and their gathering seems more
purposeful. They are often actively discussing issues oc plannina: events.
Within tbeyouth communitytbc age range is approximately 10 to 25+ years old. It was
surprising 10 me that several iDdividuals who are an entrenched. part of the downtown youth
community are well beyond lbeir teens. Tbc:se individuals wort in the downtovm, do odd jobs for
cash. or play in local baods and continue 10 make this site a bangout and gathering place. Mostly
they keep 10 tbemselves but are well IaIown by the younger people at the site.
There are also a few older males between 20 to 25 yean: of aae who continue 10 interacl
regularLy with younger teens downtown. These men play an interesting role in the lives oftbe
younger individuals. They often act as money lenders, sources for cigarettes., food, and places to
crash, purchasers of booze and druas. and have conoections within the downtown area.. Their
cOnslant preseoce rather than IlQY guidance or wisdom they provide seems to be of significance to
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the community. They DI a xose ofcontiIwity in a '\'UY cbaDIr:able c:ommlllDity atmospbc:n:.
Tom aself·described "'bi& bmtber" within the tcencu1n-.,1DWenI overtbc group of
youna teens be surrounds himselfwith. At 22 yean old be sp:::IIds bit days tzaw:lling bctwceo the
War Mc:moriaI. aod the local coffee spots.. He UKd to work nigbls as a bouDoer, but DOW appeu:s
to exist onoddjobs. lbis excerpt from. my field notes charw:terizes Tom's relationsbip within a
younger teen group.
ODe hot afternoon as a group of teenage girls naked out on the War Memorial lawn, Tom
arrives. tmmediately he is invited by Fran to sit close to her. She rubs his back and he lies
back 00 her. He quickly becomes lbecentre ofatteution and the spark in the conversation,
joking about things aDd Iiihtheanedly leasing the girlSlD. brotberly son of way. He
offers. cigarette to one oftbc aids in the group. Another lights his smoke for him. He
seems in his element, completely at ease and confident ofbis status within this group.
(Field Notes: August 2J9S)
Another older male, Sam, presents • similar image. In this excerpt from my field DOtes I
am sitting at. table in a cafe jU51 before closing time.. observing this inte:raetion.
Sam, Fran and Sarah are sitting together, Sam eating • sloppy chicken blDTito while: Fran
begs scraps. She's broke again and living offtbe charity ofotbers. Sam torments her until
the last bite, gobbles it down tben orders another and gives her half. Fran complains she
didn't get any ofthe cheese, her eyes sparkling devilishly, she pokes. finger into Sams'
soft flabby stomach. He rolls bit eyes and grins. At 21 years ofaae he holds down a
security guardjob nights aod hangs out downtown by day. (Field Notes: July 1/95)
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As younger individuals mature and move away from the community to further education
or jobs, this brotherly imageofpcopJe like Tom and Sam seems to become cloudy, and their
status within the community is questioned. These older downtowner5 begin to be viewed as
lacking in ambition and motivation for success. Several comments to this effect were made in the
local coffee shops and bars. Some of the older community members themselves transmit the
feeling that ifother possibilities existed they might not hangout with the younger crowd
downtown as often.
Cote & Allahar (1994) offer a possible explanation for the continued presence of post·
teens within the milieu of teen culture. He suggests that young people in our society are afforded
a "moratoria" on the fonnulationoftheir individual identity. This time-out is wbenyoWJg people
are, "expected to sort out thecomponenu that will constitute their adult identity" (p. 74). Some
youth utilize this time to search foca solid sense of self through identification with role models
and by taking on new experiences at school, travelling, or joining clubs. For those individuals
who feel alienated within the school environment, or who do not possess the economic ability to
travel or pursue new experiences, this moratorium period may set them adrift in a state of
confusion. Some seek out a sense ofbelonging with other drifters in sometimes radical
subcultural groups. Cote & A1labar (1994) suggest, "the longer they experience this confusion,
the more difficult it becomes to develop the ego strength necessary to enact adult roles".
Within the study group the continued identification ofolder members with young and
pre-teens may be related to their inability to take on adult roles outside the safety of the youth
community. They seem to relate to younger members who are experiencing a tranSition or
searching period. These teenagers create a climate ofunconditional3(X:eptanee and validation for
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older members. However, as young teens move away and stmcb their sense ofpersonal identity,
mey change their perspectives ofthe older members, and become critical of their affiliation witb
teens and perceived lack ofmotivatioo to work.
Patterns ofinteraction amongst teenagetS within the youth community, however,
demonstrate some age.relared barriers to socialization and group membership, especially
amongst males. There seems to be little interaction betweenyoUDg male teens (12 to IS year
olds) and older leens (16+ year olds). On occasion incidents occur whicb demonstrate a power
hierarcby within tile community based on age. This excerpt from my field notes describes an
incident between younger and older males at !he site.
This afternoon [observed an older group of males playing haclcy sack and some younger
male skaters off to the side oftbe memorial, smoking and tailing. These groups didn't
intenningle except wbcn one older guy suddenly wrestled a younger male to the ground
and took his skateboard. The younger kid didn't try to figbt back., be JUS! swore a lot and
waited for his board to be returned. The tone seemed cool between !he two groups and a
bealthy distance remained between !hem for !be rest oflbe afternoon. This type of
intimidation and social distancing was evident between older and young males across the
study group. (Field Notes: June 23195)
Interaction between older and younger teen girls is quietly accepting but not intimately
inclusive. These groups willjoin in a game ofbackyor borrow smokes, but usually sit and
socialize separately. Female community members generally seem comfortable with age
differences and are tolerant ofthe evolution ofattitudes and behaviours across age groups.
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Status seems to be accumulated with the number ofyears banging out downtown. Teens
new to the youth community must fit in and get conDeCted with others quickly to gain
acceptarK:e. This early transition into the downtown culture seems to have become easier in
m:ent years. Peter, who has been part ofthe downtown scene since 1987, reflects on the process
ofgaining acceptance downtown.
When people start coming down bere now they can be accepted right away but back when
I first started banging out downtown it was totally differenL People used to beat you up.
they used 10 spit on you, make fun ofyou for like about a year or two and then ifyou
hung out fOT thalloog, they'd know !bat you were true and you were oot fake, oot trying to
pose OT anything, then they'd be nice to you. (peler)
Peter believes that iflbis initiation process were still in place, "a lot of people wouldn't be
hanging out down here and it would be a lot better place". Peter feels that the challenge of
earning respe'CIO'ICT time prevented undesirables fromjoining the community in past years.
For many young people Ibis silc bas been a consistent hangout spot fOT several seasons.
They meet new friends bcrc and introduce others 10 the downtown youth culture. The community
then grows and changes with the flow ofnew young blood. into the silc and the departure ofolder
oncs bound fOT work, university, trade school, OT to the mainland to find work. For those who
continue to frequent downtown sites and inlcract with !be youth community, they secm.lo enjoy a
higher status and arc shown respect by others. On occasion these individuals refer to their
number of years downtown and label themselves ''true downtowncrs", They distinguish
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themselves fiom DeW entrants or "posers who just come downtown to be cool aDd fit in" (ferry).
True downtowncrs know the layers of people who have passed through aDd those who
still return. Their net ofcontacts captures a multi-layer of age groups. backgrounds, aDd
subcultural groups. They know Patrick or Zoe or Mr.F., or Tom. the older guys who have been
banging out at the War Memorial for almost a decade. They are "downtowners for good"
(patrick). The stalUS afforded these individuals relates to their "social capital". Thornton (1995)
describes social capital as, not so much what you know but who you know, and who knows you
within a community. "Connections in the form offriends, relations, associates and acquaintances
can all bestow status" (Thornton, 1995, p.IO). Older community members who have a<x:umulated
a high level of social capital seem to move more freely across subcultural boundaries, experience
a greater degree access to events and parties, and are afforded more latitude in expression, dress,
and attitude without being criticized.
Many oftbe individuals who visit the site do not live in the downtown area. They are
dropped offand picked up by parents or friends and make the War Memorial their place to
socialize. Some travel in from as far away as F1auock., Portugal Cove, and the Goulds (10-20 km.
distance).
My impressions ofthe backgrounds ofindividua1s in this community is that they
represent a blend of soci-economic levels and family configurations. Several young people,
however, identify the socio-economic status of the community as mainly middle to upper class.
One individual whose family exists on welfare sees young people downtown as mostly wealthy
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even though they concoct a facade ofpoverty.
Most people that ban&: out down bere are from. middle class families, rich families. It's the
same people that come up ca you like 'oh man can you give me some money I'm poor'.
Like, rm actually poor and they're just pretending ca be poor. (Pcrer)
Paul, an 18 year old who has years ofexperience within the downtown culture, describes
it as "a preppy monoculture, a melting pot, where individuals are indoctrioatcd inca groups and
moulded inca conformity". He is especially disturbed by increasing affiuence ofthe youth
community downtown, which is cloaked by the lucrative rags worn by Skaters. Art Fags, and
others (see Youth Subcultures). "These teenagen are upper class sucks who can go home to
mommy at night and have them buy the expensive grunge and street gear, same as what I buy at
the Salvation Army for fifty cents" (Paul). These sentiments are shared by other young people in
difficult family and economic situations. They peteeive a gap between themselves and other
young people downtown who demonstrate rebellion and angst yet have money, supportive
family, a safety net which makes tbeirresistance seem hollow. These concerns have lead Paul
and others to distance themselves from the youth community and remain on its fringes with
others who don't feel they fit in.. These individuals are sometimes referred to by others as "fringe
dwellers".
Thornton (1995) describes the willfulness of youth cultures to transcend the class based
dominant structure ofsociety. "At one level they aspire to a more egalitarian and democratic
world, while on the other hand classlessness is a strategy for transcending being classed" (p.
(67). Many of the young people in the study group who are from wealthy families display an
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eagerness to distance themselves from their parent's socio-economic status. These young people
would dress down, talk about being broke, and slander other "upper class sucks" in order to
create a personna of poverty which is more accepted amongst their peers. Through my
interactions and observations across the subcultural groups there appears to be a commonly
fashioned facade ofc1asslessness where no one member can be identified as being more
prive1eged then the others. FlaUling wealth is considered uncool here, yet having money is highly
valued and brings with it a fair measure of status within the group.
Levinson. Foley & HoUand (1996) introduce the concepts of "class culture", which is the
culrure associated with social position or socio-economic status, and "intimate culture", which
refers 10 the culture of the social group (p. 22). Within the study group there appears to be a
strong affiliation between individuals who sbare common social positions or class culture.
Underprivileged youth tend to fonn tight, yet sometimes underground connections with other
underpnveleged youth within the community. Commitment to class culture seems, at moments,
to override the commitment to the social cultural group or intimate culture. In times of tension
between subcultural groups, or when divisive issues arise within the community, young people
sharing the same working class roots often present a uniled front. This aspect ofyouth culture,
class and relationships requires further study to solidify these initial interpretations.
According to AI, an older downtowner, the War Memorial is not a community but "a
bunch of cliquey groups with no unity". My observations support the sentiment that the
collection of individuals who hangout at the War Memorial does not represent one unified group
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of young people. lnteraetion generally occurs in pockets which do little intermingling. A pattern
of interaction emerges as I observe their movements. There is a clustering on the west end ofthe
site where mostly Art Fags and Freaks (see Youth Subcultures) hang out and play backy sack. An
older group stakes their claim on the east and harbour side, away from the bustle oftbe street. A
few fringe dweUers sit or stand on the street side ofthe War Memorial and talk to passers by.
Very little skateboarding occurs on the actual war monument. Young people at the site seem
divided on whether skateboarding should be allowed at the upper site. On occasion the Skaters
cruise up from the lower site to chat over the street side fence. These groups migrate throughout
the site during the day, but a distinctness seems to remain in their location and groupings.
Young people at the site are also divided on some ofthe issues which effect the
corrunwtity. In a discussion we bad about vandalism and linering at the War Memorial. Sarah
expressed frustration about teenagers who cause trouble at the site and give the whole group a
bad name. She described these "'troublemakers" as individuals who have not bought into the
spirit ofrespect wltich she feels is prevalent within the community. "They are rude to passers by
and throw their junk. on the ground for others to pick up" (Sarah). She laments that there is no
united front presented by young people in terms of their temtory and how it, and those visiting it.
are treated.
Ownership and Place
It may be easy to get the sense that the youth down here have no sense of ownership or
connection to the War Memorial be1:ause they appear so laid back and transient. On occasion this
notion was called into question. This is an excerpt from my field notes.
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Two guys are priming the iroo. pate:5 around the memorial for a oewcoat ofpainL Upon
ooticing them, ODC of the young women says that: tbc:ir presence makes her feel nervous.
She wants to know why they are here making changes to "our- place. Her tone is one of
resentment over an intrusion into her living space. (field Notes: July 27195)
The War Memorial bas remained over many years all the one consistent congregatioo spot
for young people in the downtown. hs permanent structure and lade. of private ownership allows
young people freedom from restriction. Many of tile olba meeting places for youth are
ephemeral In the early summer, coffee shops, cafes, and games rooms are swarmed by groups of
teens. They smoke. talk and joke loudly, and hangout for bours until "eDdors begin to place
restrictions on their behaviour.
On one occasion when I commemed on the boisterous crowd of teens who seemed to be
taking over a newly opened cafe. Tanya explained. "We're doing the usual thing, we take over a
new place. hangout. wear out our welcome, !ben get kicked OUL We'U be finding another place
soon". TIlls transient e:<mence is seen as an inevitable cycle which is both self·inflieted and
inherent in the intolerance ofthe adult world. "Bw \\ol: don't give a shif', Tanya adds.
Many oftbe downtown businesses ate tarKeted as '"noo.youth friendly zones" and are
boycotted by teens. Others are "cool places" where the owners and staff"love teenagers and want
our business" (Fran). Young people tend to remain in places the least restrictions (especially on
smoking), and wbere they are treated with respect.
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1M Evolving Commlw;ty
The type ofyoung people who make downtown a bangolll appears to be cbanging over
time. Mark, a twenty-ollC year old who bas been coming downtown since 1986, perceives a
cbaDge in the behaviour ofyoung people downtown.. "I find a lot of kids going around becoming
more obnoxious, they're becoming more rebellious". "Ycab young people are more obooxious
lately" (Eric). This perception is echoed by others who find the DCW entrants to the site louder,
more destructive, and yet more apatbctic. There is more talk ofdisunity and a widening gap
amongst the subcultural. groups.
John, paints adiffcrent picture ofthe DCW generation ofyouthcong:regating at the site.
There is a bit ofapathy around but 1don't think it's any more than there ever was. I think
there's always been a bit of apathy around...50 years ago I think thete was apathetic
teenagers. I'd say there arc more like rednccks here than in like big cities like but I mean
they're still just the same, there's assbolcs and then there's nice people. Like, I mean
Toronto is full of scumbags too right. Here there's probably like more nice people per
capita. Here you don't get the big city attitude, like teenagers in big cities are really
messed up, they think they are all gangsters or stuff, they act like really tough and stuff.
Here people are just a bit more laid back. (lobo)
The apparent boredom and destructiveness of some young people downtown may be a
function oftbe lack ofthings to do. There is CODCem that there are fewer activities and places for
young people to socialize in the downtown than in the past People involved in the music scene
comment on the erosion ofall ages dances and shows in the downtown. "All ages shows can't
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sell booze. so owners are not interested in hosting events because their profits are less" (patrick).
This leaves young people with fewer options and outlets to gather and socialize.
Ynmh S"hs;ulhlf£i
Subcultures arise as attempts to resolve collectively experienced problems arising from
conttadictions in the social structure. and they generate a form ofcollective identity from
which an individual identity can be achieved outside that ascribed by classes. education
and occupation (Brake, t 980, p. vii).
The diverse nature ofyoung people within the downtown community is readily apparent
Mike thinks of it as a "mini·wodd" with distinct subcultures with different interests.
backgrounds. talents. opinions. values, and beliefs. The labels given these subcultures and
descriptions of them are uniformly held by community members. These labels describe common
characteristics or behaviours associated with group membership. Chris's synopsis of the
interaction of these subcultures draws clear boundaries berween subcultt.ual groups and
represents one way of seeing and orienting oneselfto others in the community.
...you've got your people that are into grunge music. you got your skaters and your
skaters bate all the people into grunge music, your skaters bate everybody.•. then
like you got people like small groups who listen to Hardcore, then the Freaks who
are supposed to be so open minded are always the ones who poke fun at
everybody. We don't hang out with skaters. we don't hang out with An Fags, we
hang out with ourselves. (Chris)
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A rich portrait ofSkaters, Art Fags. Donnies, Freaks, SIrullies, Tall Socks Girls, andothcr
subcultures emerges from the: stories, jokes, photos., soogs, aod pattml$ ofinteraetion on lhe
street comer. Undcrslanding the subcultures which exist is a vital. partofUDderstaoding dle wider
youth culture. The foUowing summaries oftbe:se subcultures are a combination oftbe voices of
young people and observations oflue 00 lhe street comc:r.
An Fags are really politically correct, you know, into peace, like boycott Nestle and all
that kindastuff. We're not into that stuff vegetarian, eat tofu like I don't discrirninare but
then if your don"t agree with them they (loaks exasperated and.shrugs shoulders). (Peter)
"An Fags" are frequendy discussed and~t a fair number of individuals who are
pan of the youlh community do\l..ntoYl11. This group is defined by their artistic focus. lofty values.
and preoccupation with the state ofthe world. '"Tbeysit around and drink a lot ofcoffee,
complain about the world but don't really do anything about if' (peter). An Fags are often
portrayed by Others as hypocrites in that lhey advocate openness while being a tight, some",..tw.
exclusive group. Brad feels that, .....a lot of those sort of people are supposed to be 50 politically
correct but at the same time they're so close minded". Joe (a self·proclaimed An Fag) defines an
Art Fag as, .....someone who goes to all the plays at the LSPU Hall and has those big 50s glasses,
pays 100 much for their clothes. and has nice shoes".
According to my observations and involvements with members of the An Fag subculture.
they appear to be active in COtnn1umty events and involved in issues of local concern. They
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demonstrate initiative for change and display the uncommon ability to mobilize their members
around a cause.
A Freak is anybody who is different. (Carl)
Closely linked to Art Fags and many times painted with the: same brush are a subcultural
group known as "Fmlks". This label is mostly given to individuals who are different in their
d.rcss, language:. or beliefs. Many times lhe label is self-imposed by individuals who pride
themselves on their unique qualities and wish to separate themselves from the other subcultures.
It is not unusual in conversation for a young person to say "yeah, rm a Freak", or"l was the first
Freak in my school" (Tammy). The label carries with it the identification ofadifferent mind set
which places thc:m apart from......people who hang out at Churchill Square or out around the
bay...or at a convcnience storc" (Tom).
Freaks generally belicvc they go against the status quo by confronting issues and attitudes
like sexism. racism, or environmental degradation, in order to raise consciousness and promote
change. They are. "somcooc who gives a shit" (Joe). The main focus is to break down barriers
and stereotypes by dressing the way they want and cngage others in dialogue about issues. Being
who you are, expressing yourself. believing in yourself. dealing with problems, and kceping an
open mind are some ofthc self-professed qualities oftbc Freak subculture.
Freaks tend to be a very tight social community that supports difference in appearancc
and lifcstylc. They often hold bands when walking or sit togcther and embrace. This is true both
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~ the sexes aDd with tboseofthe same sex (mostly female). Homophobic attitudes are
shUllDCld in this subcu1bft. and the individuals wOO are openly py receive complete accepfaDCC
""'_
In conttast tbose outside oHbis group inlerpRt the bc:baviour. attitudes _ opiniOllll of
Freaks as hypoaitic:a.l. c1ose.mindcd, and exell&Sioomy. very much like the cbatacterizalions of
Art Fags. 00 occasiooyoung people would drive by the War Memorial and yell out "Freak:s" as
an insult to anyone a&: the site. It seems that young people from outside the downtown area
consider all downtowners Freaks. Many of these outsiders are called SlcuIlics and are considered
to be the nemesis ofFrcaks.
Sl<JIIIi<1
Slcullies are people who arc really big aDd tough and they wear all the leatbc:r jackets aod
everything you know,lOd all they want to do is bear. up other people and whatever
(Tamara).
The label '"Skully" is liberally applied to people who are rough 8tOund the edges and
considered potentially violent. It seems tIw class enters into this eategOri2atioo as weU. '"Skullies
are the kind of people who live on Cabot Street and Shea Heights. They are ted neck, long
haired, and listen to heavy metal music" (peter). Shea Heights and Cabot Street are commonly
known as tough, lower class neighbourhoods. The image painted by many young people is that
Skullics are rural types living in the city who arc bigoted, and often oflow intelligence. A
commonjoke is thai: Skullies are the product of inbreeding.
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Unlike Freaks., there is DO prideattacbed to being a Skully. They are looked down on., and
to an extent feared for their unpredictable aggressive behaviour and prejudices. '"The Skullies
will beat you up and DOt care" (Robin). "Ifthey don't like the look of you tbey'1I beat the crap out
of you" (Tamara).
The East End Games Room. only blocks away from the War Memorial. is a well known
"Skully hangout". Downtown youth and Skullies rarely mix despite this close proximity. Sam
describes his first and only visit to the Oam.es Room. as a "terrifying elCperience, I felt all the
'Skully eyes' looking at me as ifthey were going tojump me". There are clear lines drawn
between hangout areas. It is rare that a Skully visits the War Memorial. or Freaks venture east
from the War Memorial towards the Games Room.
Skully is really a tenD used for males ofthis subcultural group. Girls who hang out with
them are referred to in a possessive way as. "a Skully girl". l1lese girls an:: considered as (ow
class. During an informal group discussion Brad confessed that during the worst period orhis life
when he had no friends. the only girl be could get was a Skully girl. His buddies broke into fits of
laughter and jeers at this comment. This derogatory remark was repeated on several occasions.
My enquiries into the origin and meaning of the tenn SkuUy was often met with some
uncertainty. Many young people can describe a Skully vividly but do oot Imowwhere the tenn
came from or what it means. Others make guesses about the meaning, "I think they wear the skull
and cross bones•..they usually have something sbaved" (Robin and Tamara).
Ilonnia
Donnies are beer drinking. serist, violent bay types from St. lobn's. (Ched)
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"Donnies>t are described in a similar way to SIcullies, and in many cases young people
can't explain the differeDCe between the two. 'The term Donnie is used in a humorous way to
personify someone from a rural, traditional community with a heavy rural accent and "goofY'
mannerisms. [n describing a Donnie several people play acted using a beavy, slurred accent while
lumbering along, tongue lolling out saying things Like "what are ya at Donny" or "what about
them fish and brews wha>t. There is clearly an association made by these young people between
traditional rural Newfoundland ways and narrow or simple mindedness characterized in the
Donnie subculture.
Donnies may live in the downtown area, but do oot hangout at the site. They frequent
places "like the hut in the Goulds outside St John's to get loaded and laid" (Sarah). There is a
definite air of superiority in the voices of people when they describe Donnies. Dannies are
considered thick or dumb and are going nowhere in their lives. Unfortunately, there was 00 data
collet:ted to represent the views oftbose identified with this subculture, as they rarely interact
with youth at the site or in the downtown area.
-These young people [Skaters] have no energy for change, they are going nowhere. They
will have their little life, wife, kids, suburban home and join the consumer society
(S""').
Skaters make up a large portion of the downtown youth community. They are a prominent
feature because of their dress, language, and activity. The uniformity of their dress is quite
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remarkable, and is often a source ofamusement to other groups. '1bey are all trying to be
different, same as the rest ofthem" (Al). The baggy pants, large pockets in the back with frayed
bottoms, plain baggy long sleeved shirt down past the waist with an oversized t-sbirt over top,
black or beige heavy low top meaIcers and a ball cap worn backwards are the typical attire of
""IOn.
Early in the studytbe generally negative impressions ofSkaters by others in the youth
community became evident. During introductions to the study, many young people questioned
my intent to interview Skaters. "You don't really want talk to skaters.•.they have nothing 10 say"
(Sam, Marlaya, et a1.). One young person insisted that Skaters would ruin my study by giving all
young people a bad name (Shannon).
Boys are predominantly the ones who skateboard. Apparently there is one girl who
skateboards downtown but, "she gets a lot ofslack for it from the guys" (Anne). The girls who
hang out with skaters are sometimes referred to in a possessive manner as "Skater Girls" or ''Tall
Socks Girls". They can often be seen wearing heavy dark lipstick and mascara, mini-skirt, tight
fitting top, thigh high dark stockings and small shoes. They tend to clump logether, watch, and
socialize with the skaten, and travel in unison into and out ofthe site. These girts tend to be in
their early teens.
There seems to be less interaction between the sexes within the Skater group then in other
subcultures. There is little friendly and intimate touching, holding hands, or rough play between
girls and boys. They hangout and skateboard at Harbour Side Pade (lower site) or at the War
Memorial, even though deterrents bave been set up around the monument and skating is
supposedly not permitted. The search for a place to skate and hangout is a cOl1slallt hassle, as
J5
skateboardin&is not lcpUypermittcdilltbedoWlltOWD.lII'eL thisappc:arslObeweakJ.ycnforced.
I beard more commcuts about Sblers than any otbcr group. Mostly these c:omma:llS were
unfavourable. An cigbtccn year old girl who was travelling 1broush St. John's DO her way boule
to British Columbia was surprised Ie the acoeraUr oegative feetin&s about Ska1crs.~·s a
really weird dUng bcr'e like they don't like the Skaters. Nobody talks to the Skaters'" (Can.). When
asked wby she thought this was the case she respoDded, '"there's a lot of people wbodress like
Skaters except they can't sIwe, thal's what everybody keeps telling me., and they are posers. they
(other young people) don't like that" (Cata).
Predominantly skaters are portrayed as heavy drug USCB, aagressive and obnoxious, with
the exception ofa few "nice ska!en" (Mark). "Alot oftbem have an attitude, a major attitude
problem its like I'm a skater, step back and let me do everything" (Summer). Skaters have been
implicated. by other youth, in~t attacks 00 bomosexuaIs in the downtown area.
rll DeVft' be able to get &1011& with skalers because you know some of them are just as bad
as you !mow like Tammy and Donny from around the bay.••tbey'Te still as bomopbobic
you know, except their parenl$ buy them nice skater clothes. (UaJcnown)
Even some .mcmbers of the social group ofSkaters disapprove of their behaviour. One
founecn ycarold girl who hangs out with sJcatcrs told me.. "they're really a bunch of pigs. they're
rude and ignorant, they're really into drugs.... lot are drug deaJers" (Michelle). Michelle is also a
self- professed heavy drug user, '" smoke everyday. but I never have to buy it. I deliver a few
grams then have a toke with them.., 8be hints that accessibility to free drugs is the only reason
she associates with Skaters.
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There was a stronger Skater presence at the upper site in the later part of the SUIIlIDer and
this prompted more criticisms from. others. Skaters are primarily seen as intruders on the upper
site, mostly because skateboarding gets in the way ofother activities and intrudes into the
peaceful social space oftbe site. I gol thedistioct impression that people feel Skaters don't beloog
at the upper site and wish someone would do something about. iL
I am coacemed that in pRSCIltin.g these descriptions, commenls, and observations. that the
Skater subculture is being misrepresented. They were indeed a difficult group for me to get to
know, gain acceptance, and build trust.ln such a short period oftime and without assistance from
insiders, meaningful contact with group members was Dear impossible. I did not establish the
rappon with Skaters that [did with other subcultural groups. although I spent a good deal oftime
observing their interactions and listening to them in group discussion.
My own background and life experience must also be brought out here as a possible
hindrance in getting connected with this group. Being from the mainland and having little
exposure to their music, ways of interacting and communicating, the dnIg scene, and
skateboarding, and being female, all may have played a role in lessening access to group. [ feel
strongly that an imponant addition to this study may require a resubmersion into the Skater group
with the help of an insider in order to capture their perspectives of others and themselves as a
distinct subcultural group.
~
Grunge as both a style and way of thinking and interacting needs to be mentioned bere.
Grunge dress and music are part ofa recent trend in youth culture downtown and elsewhere.
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lnitially I only associated Skaters with this trend. but Dan set me straight by offering this
description.
Grunge is more plaid shirts and ripped up jeans, long hair, and looking basically tikc a
new·hippy...excepc: instead of wearing something from Pipers (a discount store) they wear
Calvin Klein. They go downtown and they have like you know their grunae outfits on
because they've heard ofNirvana once...tbey're not really being themselves. they're just
trying to fit in with everybody else. (Dan)
Gnmge Puppies (as they are commonly referred to) are criticized for their conformity 10 a
set style. They arc perceived as lacking in authenticity or posing behind the fashion. Some young
people are disgusted by the Grunge. "I don't believe in that grunge...diIty bathroom filth, that's
bow I look at it. When you opcn your refrigerator, the stuff that's like behind your &ig building,
that's grunge. They have lots of money and only want brand namcs" (Tamara). It may be that the
Grunge scene is fading somewhat and with it the excitement and novelty that came with it. '1b.is
year is a quiet year because grunge is old news" (Summer).
Case $nm oran k;on
ParticuJar individuals who. over a pcrWd of many years, continue to invest their time and
energy in the youth community downtown, become landmarks for others. They act as role models
and become symbols of downtown youth life. In rare cases these landmark members serve an
even more significant function within the community. They become an icon for youth cuJture,
receiving widespread uncritical devotion from community mcmbets. During the summer of 1995,
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a landmark member was lost and an icon born.. This presented a rare opportunity to share in the
stories of the role landmark members play within the community. to study the impact oftheir
(oss, and to wimess the resurrection ofan icon.
[,jIpdm.ark Merom
In the changeable climate and negotiable context ofthe youth community downtown,
consistency ofpresence is a rare commodity. As the study progressed, and my relationship
network broadened and deepened. my movements would be frequently noted and questioned. At
one point I spent tluee days away from the study site. My retUrn late onc night was greeted by a
flurry of attention and questions about why I bad left for so long. One girl whom [had recently
intervicwed, expressed concern, "I thought you'd given up on us" (Fran). Even though my
apartment was only blocks away. I was perceived as being out of touch and oecd.i.ng to be
updated on current happenings. This was my first hint at the depth of feeling attached to
constancy of presence.
Some individuals who have spent many years in the downtown and are widely aa:epted
by the youth community become imponant symbols ofcontinuity for the young. They enjoy
widespread notoriety and are able to move freely within and across subcultural group lines. These
individuals seem exempt from both the expectations and qualifiers ofregular group membership.
These landmark members are afforded a distinct regard and their absence clicits acute uncertainty
which permeates all sectors ofthe community. They are a crucial pan ofthe identity of
downtown youth culture.
3.
Mr. F wasooe of those special individuals who acquired this multi-access status. His
level ofopcnncss in music, socialization., and lifestyle., and his "off·tbe-wall" brand of humour,
were cited by young people as reasons he moved freely throughout the community and
maintained liicndships even with members of rival subcultural groups. Many viewed Mr. F as a
slightly obnoxious, bizam: fixture within the community. With his long, disheveUed hair, tom
jeans with lumber jacket and work boots, Mr. F was not n:aUy"in" on Uris scene. He trudged
around downtown talking loudly to strangers on the street, about any subjcct, for an indefinite
period. Hisdctacbed attitude towards criticism ofms UDusual bebaviour, seemed to afford him a
certain level afunsolicitcd respect. Mr. F is reminiscentofa 10DC eccentric, embodying childlike
zeal and an UDtarnisbable ego. He lived with his mother and dedicated most afms energy to the
music scene in St. John's.
Mr. F died on July 10th 1995. In a freak accident, he slipped on a rock, feU into a river,
and drowned.. The community's reaction to this loss, echoed the strong identification with
landmark members. The following field note, written on the moming ofMr. F's death, gives a
sense oCthe atmosphere surrounding this loss.
As I walked. toward the site Summer and Dawn rushed out to greet me with the DeWS that
Mr. F had drowned at Flatrock. They wen: wide-eyed, grasping to realize the finality that
youth resists. Maliaya and Kate, and a few girls I didn't recognize sat in the shade at the
west end of the site. [joined the group with nods and silence. The quiet was broken by
intennittent sighs and shaking of beads in disbelief. The entire site was enveloped in a
sulxlucd. atmosphere of intense grief. (Field Notes: July 10195)
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He was 24 years old, a fixture downtown. '"He was the downtown music scene, be was
just always there. Mr. F was always here, there, and cverywbcre downtown" (Mark). He hung
out occasiooaUy with AI and Derek, John aDd Mark, and seemed to be known by almost
everyone. He was known by cveryooe for his unique approach to conversation. "He wouldn't talk
to you he'd talk at you...it wasn't 1OO cool at the time but now that he's gone you lrindofhave a
different perspective" (peter).
In the minutes, hours, and days following Mr. F's tragic death young people formed a
tighter network based closely around the War Memorial. The Skaters moved up from the lower
site (an uncommon phenomenon), while An Fags. older downtowoers. and other groups mingled
around the monument. Some felt that the Skaters where being 1OO noisy in a time ofmouming,
but no one intervened. Many of the younger teens openly expressed their grief, while some
remained subdued, "r didn't really know him that well, but he was important down here", or "r
wish I would have gotten to know him better", or"l feel guihythat I didn't listen to him more, he
could be a bit ofa pain" (unknown). Others closer to Mr. f, were disbelieving, "it just couldn't
happen to him man, he was so real" (John).
It also became evident that this loss was profoundly affecting some ofme most vulnerable
members within the community. Mr. F acted as something ofa lifeline to those experiencing
family or emotional problems. His openness towards others may have afforded those in trouble a
safe haven and short-term. assistance ina time of need. Mr. f seemed to take an interest in
evel}'body, "hejust talked to me, he knew who I was, and he helped me out when I was broke
and strung out" (Jessie). Mr. F understood downtown life well, and didn't tum away from people
in pain. Mr F. was also known as a guywbo gave struagling bands a break. He was committed to
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the music~ and to gettiq: young, DeW baoh exposure. "He aave our beDd a gil that~
wouldn't have gotten. He IisIeoed 10 Blue Rodeo, KD Lana aDd shit like that.•.he talked 10
anybody, but be was cool" (BrwI). These Hardcore band members respected the filet that Mr. F
didn't discriminate against. their kind ofmusic.ln this excerpt from my field DOtes, the significant
role Mr. F played in lives ofothers becomes clear.
Earlier today (nut iD10 AnDe aDd Jessie as they walked past Vinl:enl's (cafe) in tears. I
grabbed bold of Anne as she was crumpling to the ground aDd~ her to. seat by the
road. They were grieving over Mr. Ps death. Jessie couldn't seem to grasp the fact that
Mr. F bad died. She felt betrayed aDd LnterlSely IoDely. -He gave me mooey wben I
needed it- is it true tba1 be's dead-. She asked this over aDd over again. Jessie told me bet
father bad diedjust over one year ago, aDd her mother was sick and living away. She is
now a ward ofSocial Services and lives in abed sitting room on Gower Street,
"surrounded by dnJggies, pushers, and some schizophrenic guy" (Jessie). Jessie is 18, a
heavy drug user, her anns an: carved up badly both from an incident with her ex-
boyfriend and selfmutilatioo or skin carving. She says she wanls to get offdrugs, but tbat
it's bard where she's living. "rmjust tmb....nobodycares about me, but be (Mr. F) did"
(Jessie). (Field Notes: July 11195)
The foUowingjoumal reflection describes a ga1herin& ofYOWlg people, friends,
acquaintances, to mark the passing of a landmark member within the youth community.
This gathering of near fifty youth on the beach DOt far from~ Mr. F died is • tribute
to him. The friendship c.onnection feels easy and fairtyca1m.lnSarab's words, "this is the
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right way to say goodbye to Mr. F. He is bere..J can feel it". The cops paytbe group.
visit IDd wam tbctn to &d rid ofaU the beer. Tocn talks to them and they ease back into
the nighl: without further barassmedt. SomeoDe lights. joint and curses the cops for
intruding on their grie( Small fires are built. blankets draped on scooes. and people
huddle in groups.. Tbe:re is the odd 1atJabter, but the tooe remains sombte. SOIDC'OQC plays
a tune OD a~m guitar. Sam and (sit b8ck, be's cryinli softly, aDd apologizing at
the: same: time. "You can't replace a guy like Mr. F, he leaves a bili bole for aU ofus".
After a few hours (slip away, fcc:ling I've intruded enough. (Jowna1 Entry: July 12195)
~
Over the weeks that. followed young people began building a commtmity forum to
express their grieffOl"tbe loss of. pet10Q who bad become an icoo.oftbe young. Through artistic
expressions, musical tributes, aod memorial gatberings tbcy demoosttated their deep affection
and respect for Mr. F. Afterwards" some wanted to move on, ..( hope pcopledon't let it saew up
the whole summer'" (Joe), yet DWly otbcn cited the cvm.t as a transforming experience. USince
Mr. F's death oothing is going ripC" (Summer). "It's cbanged something for me. like my attitude,
like it made me realize like 10 give people a second cbaDce before I just you. know brush them
off' (Robin). "Now I try to think of tile good side of people" (Dawn). Fran talks about Mr. F's
death and bow he was a constant force in her life. Her mom bad also been there far her and had
recendydied.1 think Mr. F's death has bad a profaundeffccton Fran and has caused her to
reflect aD who and what she can really count aD in her life. She believes that aI.J yaung people
have been touched by Mr. F's death. "Mr. F was tile downtown, be would be there even when
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you didn't wmt him to be" (Fran).
Tbc:n: is now a ponrait ofMr-. F, p.inted by a local teeDag'cr. 00 a rock wall QCU'the War
Memorial. Fricods aDd strmgeB sign their names there. Two months after his passing, be
remains the object of uncritical devotion. As the yean pass., Mr. F will probably have a
continuing presence within the commWlity. He may become a leaend, passed down through the
stories ofolder members and internalized by the young.
Young people's anacbment to 1aDdmart members aDd the emotioDal upheaval following
Mr. F's death may be partly explained by wtw Danc:si (1994) calls '"roledilfusKHl". AccordiDg to
Danesi. the journey through adolcsceDoe involves a search for identity which is marked by a
strong identi6catioo. with a hero or leader, to the extent ofeven losing a personal sense of
identity. Leaders aod beros (like Mr. F) within the youth cocnmunity downtown 5Cem to
symbolize tradition within their changing community, and they represent a common link which
connects youth as a whole. The loss of these members seems to create insecurity or an identity
crisis amongst young people who an: lac:Jting a common point of identification.
Chapter SWI!DW)'
The youth cocmnunity is comprised of rdatively distinct it'OUP which migrate in and
around the immcdiatedowntown area with the locus ofaetivity being at the War Memorial. It is a
relatively peaceful community, yet one experiencing the arowing pains oftransitioo. in the
makeup of its population, and in the wider society in which it exists. The older members seem to
provide stability in transitory periods, and at times watch out for the best interests and immediate
needs and wants of younger memben. New members go through some initial interrogation of
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tbc:ir autbe:aticity by older doWDlOWDefS, UDtil tbc:y become afIilWcd with a social poop with
w1Uch to identify. Tbcy gnduaI.ly build up a oetwod:: ofcoatxts and 8CCUmuJak: status ova-
several seasons ofcoosistent prcseoce downtoWn.
The lntcN'Clationships ofsubcultural ifOUPS weave a faKinating W'Cb laden with insight
into the community as a whole. t'hmu&h close examination and dialogue with young people a
rich oetwork ofgroups and IinIcages between groups emerge w1Uch are DOt appetCOt 8t first
glance. Social groups are identified by labels which cbancterit.e tbcir dRss., aniwdes.
backgrounds. interests. or activities. These labels are conunonIy recognized by young peopk in
the community, even though the cbaracterilatio associared with the labels are DOt unanimously
held. OvcrwbcImiDg, )'OUDg people attach negative or deroptory characteristics to subcu.JturaI
groups outside their own. This is especially true for Donnies and SICllllies, who do not hang out
within the youth community downtown. Unlike other subcultures, Doonies and Skullies
recognize the label associated with their group, but don't apply it to themselves.
Each subculnual group bas its own pattern of linking, unlinking, and relinking with other
subcultures througbout the community. Accounts given by young people depict these linkages as
continually evolving., being cotlStJ'UCted aDd rcconsttueted, taJrio& DeW form as the community is
reshaped by the entrance aDd exit of its members. Some groups have a divase network of
linkages with outside groups, otbm are fairly isolalcd, while a select few are DOt clearly
identified as a subcultw'C and move fluidly between groups. The ca.sc ofmovement and level of
connection (from acquaintances to friends) a subculture creates may partly rely on the openness,
di~ interests, and self~dcoce of tile individuals members. Subcultures who seem isolated
from the community have a natrOwor clearly defiDed range of interests, distinctive and
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by others. For iDslaDce, some smaller Bf'OUPS like the sel£1'fOC1aimed I:IIrdcore group (DOt
described in Subcultures) base their membc:nhip solely arouad the critaia ofmusicallaSte. They
share few commooalities with odx:r groups and fed persecUlCd because oftheir musical taste.
This i50lues them fiom otbcn within the youth comnnm.ity. Conversely, the Freak subculture
casts. wide netofintcrests. values, dn::ss c:te:. This JXOD1Pb greater frequcncyand depchof
interaction with other subcultures and seems to strengthen their connection and feeling of unity
with the whole community.
Examination aClbe shiftin&ofrelationships details lbe exclusive life-worlds oftbe young.
Patterns ofinleraction, subcultural affiliatioos, identificati()n with landmark members, and the
creation of icons., cbaractcrize the complex blend ofchoices and forces at work within a
community. UDdetswlding these elc:mc:nts gives meaning 10 the simpleddinition, "I'm a FreaIc",
and allows us to contcxtualize the experience of the iDdividuals within the wider society. The
depth ofOW" kDowledge about the social fabric ofyouth culture affords lIS rieb material fo£
shaping leaming cncounten and. k.ls us to a more informed approach to teaching CCXltemporary
yo"lh.
..
Cbaptc:r3:SbapiDgofIdcntity
Popular culture was wbc:re the IICtion was - it madad out territory where pk:asure,
knowledge. aDd desire circulated in close proximity to life ofthe streets.. l'btft: was
something always forbiddc:D about this culture, with its comics, plnt:.U IIIoKhiDcs,
restricted codes, visual excesses. aDd overly masculiDc orientations (Giroux 1994, p. ix)
The street corner is free space., a podium. for the creation and ~tionof identities.
Young people watch, listen. and experience life outside ofadult imposed boundaries. Their
language is uncensored, their actions are spontallcoUS. they are refining and reshaping who they
This chapter bonows the dialogues and rhythms of life as it was played out over the
SUlIUner of 1995. and examines them as inOUCDCCS (forces) and perceptioos Oeos). Tbc section on
influences traces the forces at wod. from within street comer life and from other life spaces,
which lie shaping the identity ofyoung people at the site. These inOl.ICJX:eS were most fnqucntly
cited by the study group as baving a significaDt impact on their development. This secUOII does
not address mass media as a critical influence ofyouth identity and culture, as it is beyond the
scope oflhis study. The section on pen:eptions presents yOUDg people's unedited inteqxetations
of themseLves, their world, and those who inhabit it. These perceptions characterize the ongoing
process of identity creation. The categories highlighted within both oftbese sections were
generated from common themes which emerged from the data.
In order to dojustice to the voices of young people who openly participated in the study,
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the structure and content ofthis cbapter must be introduced with a note ofcaution. The forces at
work in shaping the identity ofthese young people change over time. This study is only a
portrait, created at a moment in their coUective histories, and should thetefore be considered as a
rough sketch. Much ofwbat is represetl:ted here is drawn from the uni.nhJ.llited moments of
interaction, silent reflections, and uncensored speculations, sunounding the everyday choices
made by young people on the stn:et comer. Fonnulating interpretations of these secret moments
is risky business, and therefOR: worthy ofcautious qualification. Much ofthe personal analysis
wedged between the dialogue is based on my years ofclose contact with teens in fonnal and
experiential educational settings. References from the literature are also used to genetalize these
interpretations beyond the study group.
The most prominent influences acting on the lives of young people which emerged
through both observations of and interaction with study participants were friendships, family,
scbool, and drugs. Friendships seemed of g:reaIest significance in influencing the attitudes,
values, and behaviours of this age group. Family life figured most prominently in dec:ision-
making and future aspirationsoftcens in this study. The value placed-on schooling and attitudes
towards teachers and school climate seemed to affect both their family relationships., and to a
lesser extent, their social groupings. Drugs, alcohol, or cigarettes pervaded most teen interactions
at the site in the fonn oftopics ofconversation or actual use. The promioeoce oftbese substances
within the downtown culture as a whole, and the changing pattern ofdrug use and attitudes
towards drugs, makes them a significant part ofthe day to day existence ofyoung people
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downtown.
Issues iDwlving frieDds. family, scbool, aDd drugs pc:rmeace me street aDd other life
spaces ofyouth. They are intertwined in the successes, failwes. highs Ed lows ofeveryday life.
They shape DOt only the identity, but me transitory worlds in which these young people exist.
These forces tbcmselves and their interplay across me c:ootcxts in which youth exist are ccrtainI.y
suffieieut fodder for extensive study 00 their own.
In almost all of my eonversatioos with young peoplc tbrougbout the study, the topic of
frieDdship would eventually arise. YOUDg pcoplean: nevCl"neutral in tbcirdiSC\lS$ions oftbc
importanCe oftheir con.nccrions with fricods. They often see their particular friendship hoods as
being more significant or real then those outside their intimate eircle.
A lot ofpeoplc jUSlbang out with each other euz tbcy'te stoood. aDd ifyou're SIooed you
don't really care who you're around. OX you have teD bucla I have ten bucks Id'S go get
• gram and we11 bang out. Thal's how he knows who his friCDds are, whoever bas that
quancr ounce or bas that sbcct of .ad, and that's who be hangs out with at that time,. and
IS soon as that's &ODC be bangs out with someooc clse. A lot of people downlOwn...it'S DOC
real friendships it's drug buddies. (Peter)
Our friendship is about looking beyond face, you know what I mean, we actually likc
each other. We don't always agree with each other all the time but we respect each other.
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The frieodship bonds examined in this section are those which provide the mainstay of
support and make up the primary social group of the individual. They are not relationships based
on convenience or necessity. These types offiieodsbips provide young people with the support.
confidence, skills. and safety mechanisms vital to membership in the community. They are also
safe haJbours where new identities can be modelled and critiqued.. These functions of friendship
can DOt be fulfilled by family members, teachers, or other adult figures.
lmS· The: Esg;nrial Tngn;dicnt
The most important quality attributed to true friendship is overwhelmingly trust. "I think
friendship is like when you have a friend and you can rely on them and trust them...hang out and
have a good time, and if things go wrong they're going to be there for you" (Mandy). A level of
openness and honesty within friendships is expected and even demanded. Friends become
engrossed in each others personal stories offamily life, sexual interests, and problems. Often a
tight group goes through emotional upheavals along with a friend who is experiencing difficulty
at borne, school, or in an intimate relationship. Advice is liberally offered and progress reports
are collectively examined by the group. Problems shared in confidence are expected to be kept
within the group. Overall, trust seems to be the critical criteria for maintaining close bonds over
time.
Subcultural group membership is possibly the strongest point of identity for its members,
but these large groups may not be the most effective support system for individuals. Within large
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subcultural groups. usually two or thm: IDCIIlben bave particularly tight bonds which provjde the
life blood of acceptaDCe and personal nurturiDg. Aa:ordina: to many young people woo were
interviewed, they have one or two "closest" friends. During the study, I interacted frcquendy with
two close friends who belong to the Freak subculture, but primarily rely 00 each other for
support. They have created their own imaae through the evoIutioo ofunique modes ofdress,
sense ofblmOUr, aDd Ianguaae, to the exteDt 1bat they form. a mini-subculnae within the larger-
subcultural group. It is evident that their beliefs, values, aDd ideas are primarily shaped by the
depth ofthis friendship within the confines of the wider subcultural cootext. Coleman (1992)
messes the importance of studying both the friendship groupings and subcultural experiences
and practices. "Young men aDd women in their own social groups cannot ultimately be divorced
from the widerlDlUerial aDd socio-cultun.l CODtextsofwhicll they fonn pan" (Coleman, p. 121).
In sucb significant relationships tbrrc are inlcnse fcelinp ofbetrayal aDd loss when ODe
person severs the fiiendsb.ip. This was mentioned especially in conversations with girls, who bad
lost a friend when she started seeing a steady boyfriend. In his studies of peer groups, Coleman
(1992) fands that females areemotiooaUy intense yet mucb less stable in their friendships because
ofthe effects ofboyfrieods mooopoliziDg their leisure time. "A young woman bas to work
against the gRin ifsbe is to maintain contact with her peer &roUP" (Coleman, 1992, p. 110). Loss
of a dose friead is regarded as a traumatic: life event aDd is often accompanied by a crisis of self·
concept and confidence. Having special fiieDdship connections seems to be a vital part ofsocial
and psychological weUbeing ofyoung people at the site. "If I didn't have my friends, I'd iO nuts"
(Cb<d).
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Groups offricnds SCC1D. to I:ballenge or I;8jole each other into developing "street·wise"
attitudes and behaviours. In the foUowing I;ODversatioa with four young tc:ens. they discuss this
process oftoughening up their weaker memben for survival downtown. at school. and in
intimate relationships.
Tamara is great because she helps me stand up for myself. (Robin)
We used to have these little things where like say we'd be sitting down somewhere and I'd
say something really mean but only to try to get her to Ill1k bal:k 10 me...for pracbl:e or
whatever...becau.se before she wasn't able to stand up for berselfreally. Sbejust lets other
people push her around. So I just say Like, fiK:k you. and sbe'd Like say something bal:k to
me, and then l'd say something worse. and then I'd say that was good, that's 1:001.
(Tamara)
I'm still working on Dawn. People keep fudting her up. [Swnmer tells a story about
Dawn not standing up to guys that she doesn't like] You can't keep letting people step on
you. (Summer)
I really find it hard to yell at people.[softly) (Dawn)
You don't need to yell. Just say in a Wm. voia: Idon't need yOUl shit, fi.K:kotf. (Swnmer)
I can be ml:e when I want to be but when somebody fuclcs me overtben Ijust teU them
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wbete to go. (Tamara)
Oanesi (1994), describes this exchange of insults as "ritual conflict", which usually takes
place in front ofa peer group. These yoUDg women used this duelling ofwords 10 train its weaker
members in the art ofselfprotection and impression managemenL This sIreet proofing function
of frieads is prevalent, especially as younger members enter the downtown scene and are taken
under the wing of friends with more experience.
The Friendship Safety Net
Teen friends dcmonsttate an intense level ofconcern forone another, llris became quite
apparent in !he aftennath ofMr. F's death when several young women took it upon themselves to
look out for friends who were emotionally distraught. Some friends describe each other's concern
as similar to a molherly role,uOh crap man, she's (close friend) like my mom whenever I want to
do anything, it's like Tamara what are you doing, fm really upset with you" (Tamara).
Friends sometimes encourage each other to participate in risk·taking behaviour such as
smoking, drug use, scxuaI intimacy, and physical challenges, but not beyond certain "safe"
limits, Drug abuse, pregnancy, and sexually transmitted diseases, are primary COQCems friends
expressed for one another when taking any risks. These concems can tum to agitation when a
friend gets involved in dangerous practices wilh. unknown individuals, or takes part in new, high
risk activities alone. AtiemptS are made to bring the straying friend back into the security oflhc
friendship network. and to curb the deviant or dangerous behaviour by Ia1king it out
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Onjldjng CnufidEnsc
YOWlg people speak openly about the adminIble qualities and talents of their friends.
Older teens tend to compliment their friends for gains in self-confidence and OD the development
ofnew skills. Amongst one particularcJose knit group ofolder teen girls, friends are praised for
their involvements in community work or artistic endeavours outside the friendship. Thete is a
sense that pcnonal development is an important piece of what the individual brings to the
friendship, and affects the intensity and longevity ofthe attachment (Hope, Sarah &. Fran). Male
friends tend to demonstrate less intimacy and give less praise for personal growth, yet they seem
more encouraging ofthe acquisition ofskills valued by the friendship netWOrk, such as guitar
playing or skateboarding moves.
Per.;ooal growth is sometimes attributed to strength drawn from the friendship bond itself.
"Like there's just so many things that she's done now knowing that she bas other friends that feel
the same way, like getting her nose pien::ed" (Tracey). Close friends draw strength from each
other and can be a highly positive force in building confidence.
The one thing that Linda has given me is a good sense of logic, like she really helps me
have a level head or whatever, like I don't know what rd be doing if[ wasn't with her
cause she's really set me straight ahouta lot of things. (Dawn)
Friends talk passionately about issues and listen intently to the views of others. They
show concern for each others health and safety, and defend each others honour and reputation. AI
the moment oftbese interviews, most young people felt that friends made during their teen years
would remain close throughout their lives. However, over the course of the summer friendship
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groups evolved. adding new members and leaving others behind. Sam identified this as a normal
pattern,.....soon everybody will be chaDgina friends aDd groups, it's got the feel oftnmsition in
the air, it happens every sum.mcr".
Pan:nl Relgrjonship5
Young people's stories of family life seeped into conversations about personal freedom
(music, dyed hair, piercing), trust, and future careers. Almost balfofthe study participants come
from single parent bomes, live with a guardian. or on their own. Some are juggling visitation
times between parents, but most report a complete severing of the relationship with the absentee
parent. Parental relationships appear to influence the formation ofsocial groups. and the
construction ofviewpoints and values oftecn children. Relationships with sibling seemed of
lesser significance in intlucocing the daily lives ofmost of these young people.
Freedom Yersus Rules
As may be expected, conflicts with parents about the limits offree choice when living at
home are commonly reponed, especially amongst younger female teens. This conflict seems 10
reach a critical point when the teenager joins a social group where members are afforded more
freedom by their parents. This excerpt from an interview describes the sense ofurgency to
establish a level oflnlSt with, and freedom from parental control.
The only amount of trust in my family is my dad, my dad trusts me. My mom, like god,
she wouldn't trust me to walk two feet away from her. (Linda)
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I'm afraid for Linda because when she grows up aod she's legal age to do anytbjng about
whatever, sbe's going to go out and do anythiDg she wanted to do growing up, and she's
going to get hersc:lfreally burt. (Tracey)
I want to sleep over at someone's bouse, [want to dye my hair, I want to get myeus
pien:ed., I want to stay out past nine (realIyyelled this out]. I can't do anything about it
except run away and that's dumb. (Linda)
Linda is a member ofa friendship group which is afforded more freedom to stay out late, visit
eacb other, or talk on the phone. By the eodofthe summer, the parental limits placed on Linda
were beginning to isolate her from her friends. The group participated together in events like
dances and social gatherings where Linda was not allowed to go. The scope ofshared good times
diminished, and she was left on the margins ofher social group. In this way, levels of parental
control over tbeirteenagers affects tbeirsocial network and the longevity oftbeirfriendships.
Several older teens have left home becauseofinesolvable issues with parents around
personal freedom and choice. Many others overcame impasses with parents on these issues and
DOW enjoy open and trusting relationships, particularly with mothers, in the family home.
Parents, described as 'cool', appear to encourage the unique expressions oftheir teenager rather
than resist trends in music, dress. or attitude. They view teen transformations 85 a ''trying on"
period, whicb doesn't warrant alana nor require the imposition of restrictions.
Fathers less often receive praise fiom their teen children. They art associated with greater
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~ctiOO5 on behaviour, higher expectations, ;md Iowa' toJermce for altemative Lifcsly1es.
Ob my god my fatbc:r rusbes me. He wmts me to be in Da1bousie. He wants me to
become. deDtUt, IW: I doa't bow, ['m good. cuaiDg peoples hair. I doa't care what
people think about bainfressiD&, but IlOld my dad that and be's like, 'you're DOt going to
make any moDe)' offtbat'"(Dawn).
Both our fathers are assholes. tdon't rea.I1y have a problem with what my father's doing
to me, you know,l could care less, but he's so intimidating 10 my mother she doesn't
know bow to deal with il (Sandy).
Trost· lmpact 00 Choices
The level. of1l'\lSt in the Ieeo-parmt relationship seems to have some effect on the
teenagers decision-making. Those cxpcric:ocing high levels of parent trust teDd to incorporaIe
parenw vaJ.ues into their decision makiD&- Some study participants reOect OQ parent values
befor-c engaging in acts IW: smoking, drinking. dnIg use, Of promiscuous sexual activity. This is
especially evident when the teenager Imows the behaviour \W)U[d not meet !be approval ofthe
parent 6gure. This does DOt mean that pamltal values become a code ofcoooUCl, quite the
contIary. These leens tend 10 make independcut decisions whicb are sometimes an inspired
comprise between their own and their paren1's beliefs. Teens with high·1Z'Usl paren1 connections
often intend to share their cboices, such as experimentation with drugs or intimate relationships,
with their parents at some point. Ialso DOted on occasion a higher level of self-confidence
exhibited by teens who identified their parents as "cool" or bUSting.
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Tems experiCDciaa low levels ofpweal trust. aDd who view paan figures as intrusive
aDd rigid, sean to respoDd with resistaDce. Imposed paraal values ere rejected aDd sometimes
become the rationale tOr risk-takina aDd experimeDtation. These)'0UD8 people sometimes tum to
older community members to rept.ce~ support aDd m.turing. T'bI:y also invest more of
their time aDd energy into the street: culture.
Many parents are at a loss to understand the values and lifestyles choices oftheir children.
Dan, a teenager who is very involved in the music scene and bas little interest in school, feels
pressured by his parents view ofsucceu.
My pareDtsdoo.'t like atlythinll that I do. They wouldn't want me to do what I want in my
life any OCher way then they did iL If I felt good about going out and playing music they
would feel bad about it QIZ I wouldn't be that lawyer or wba1ever. (Dan)
Salah, a highly intelligent, motivated sixteen)'t:ar old, bas giveD up trying to make her
parents understand bel" stroelg feminist beliefs aDd bet desire to pursue a career in film making.
"They (parents) want me to shave my armpits and be area11ady, they don't understand who I
am". Slllab. views home as a place to sleep and catch the odd IDeal. There is a sense ofcomplete
detachment from bet parents because of their conflicting values. This complete fiacturing of the
relationship between pareot and teenage child was characteristic of several of the study
participants.
Mead (1969) explaiDed the widening gap between youth an parent figures as a function of
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their different knowledge bases aDd life experiences.
In the past there were always some elders who Icnew mote than any clilldreD in terms of
their experience ofbaviDg grown up within a cultural system.•. today there are noDe . It is
not only that parents are DO longer guide$, but that there are no guides (p. 78)
This explanation seems even more relevant today in times of teebDological change: and
infonnation explosion. Young people are becoming ever more distant from the social forces
which shaped the lives of their parents, and are gaining competence in new technologies which
mystify those outside their generation.
Within the study group several teens were living alone, either escaping difficult family
situations, or had become wards ofSocial Services. Jessie, Paul, Carl, Anne and Hope, all teens
living on their own for different reasons, spoke often about the financial and emotional stresses
ofsurviving without family suppon. For teens mall oftbese living situations, the significance of
a trusting and caring~t or adult figure seemed paramount to their sense ofemotional
security. Teens living alone seem to lack the value guidance ofstroog family ties. This seems to
result in more frequent participation in high risk activities within street comer life.
1be topic of school generated mediocre interest from young people at the site. ''School is
just a place wbeTe young people meet and learn through contact with each other. DOt necessarily
from the courses orteaehers" (Fran). This may reflect the tendency of young people to resist
discussion about school during summer holidays. Considering this, issues involving school were
s.
only discussed iftbe topic was raised by study~ Their comme:nts re8ec1cd,. rather 10w
e:xpecwiOQS of teacbers, discomfort within wmpditive and sometimes cruel school
environments. and a mistrusloftbe iDtcatmd process ofcducaboa..
-For Brad school is a place where be feels rejected by teaebets, but continues 10 cling to
the notion that it is in his best interests 10 aneDd.
Do you think. school has prepared you well for the future? (lnlerviewer)
No, No..J think ifanytbing it's kinda going 10 bam! my future because there's so many
leachers that arc set in their ways and ifyou're different you're DO good. (Brad)
Is school 100 structured? (Interviewer)
It's for my own good. (Bnd)
For Joe, a sixteen year old py male, school is a hard place 10 gain~ "ft's pretty
bard you know like you always ba~ people that'll eat call and stuff, but you IcDow like they're
idiot.! anyway, I wouldn't want them 10 be my mend even if I was straight" (Joe). Although
ridicule in itself is not 5lUJIrising amOngst stUdents, Joe believes teachers also barbour bunful
Stereotypes based on race, sex, and sexual orientation. He is hesitant to share his sexual
prefereoce with Ieacben., fearing some form of backlash.
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I'm oat sure acbcn should bow <rm py)...wdl yah IIhinlc tc:aebers sboWd kDow.1
kind ofhint It itltscboolaad stufl'cu:zsometeacbcnare realjcrb. I'm DOtJl)ingto put
up with anything. Some ofmy teKbm: make like sexist. jokes., racist jokes and
homophobic jokes. (Ioe)
Several ofthe study partiapaDts criticize, yet are quite UDderstanding of the sboncomings
of classroom teaeber:s, aod are evensympMbetic to tbeirplight. '1'bcre aren't many good Icacbcn;
though, many don't want to be there, bull wouldn't want to be texhingtbosc little teal tnu"
(Fran). Manyteeoagen seem to.scpualcthe human side of the teadlc:r from tbeirteacbing role.
'"This teacher was rea1.Iy boring, a terrible teacber, but be was a areat guy" (unIaJown). Fran feels
that teachers should receive more consideration from teenagers. "Young people forget that
teachers were once young and have many ofthe same fears and concerns as young people do"
(Fran).
It is interesting that some of the criticisms about boring or unhappy tc:aebers were
ratiooalized by several teens as student problems. SharI: Freire (1987) provide a possible
explaoation for this. "If students see and bear a teaeber's contempt or bon:dom or- impetic:oce,
they Ieam again that they are people who inspire disgust and weariDess" (p. 24). This is a
powerfullessoo. which may result in diminished sclfworth and con6dence of students in the
classroom.
Most of the study participants seem to have sttong ideas about what good teachers sbouJd
be like. They rank, "caring about kids", as the number one quality of a good teacher. Caring in
their definition iDcludes, UDderstanding cec:n life, appreciaring each studc:ot as a unique
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individual, aDd soma bc:yoad the sIrudUred k:sson formal 10 offer c:rative k:anWIa: opportunities.
"I think most)'OUDl people think of. JOOd IeaCber just IS bow weU they leaCh. b!.tt actuaLly I
drink ifkids are tallciDgabout aleaCber it's because the IcKbcr knows bow 10 talk 10 us and
sucb"(Cara).
'"The way it is in high scbool andjunior high is ifyou're DOl in tile buDcb, you're DOD-
e:xistent.1 got teased and teased constantly. Why can't r be acc:ep1Cd?" (Summer). SWIlIDtt,like
many other youna people., talk about gettiDa: tonneut.ed at school for acting, dressing, or being
different in anyway. For maoytemagers, the summer months brinI: relief from. the ridicule they
suffer at school. They can congregate together with otbm and feel a sense of solidarity in their
uniqueness. The War Memorial is a place 10 try on new images, and shed others, without fear of
permanent damage to their reputation or serious reprisals from peers. Some teens expressed
anxiety about reNmi.ng 10 sc:bool and losing the security ofsubcultural group membership. One
young male Skater fears reprisals at his school because be is the onJy Skater and, "'they bate
Skaters at my school" (unkDOwn).
~
Several young people expressed coocern that schools are only preparing students for the
traditional roles accepted bytbe wider society, even though these may not be viable today. They
question the function of school as preparation for the work foree, and challenge the system to
stretch its vislon to fit the diversity ofoppomu:lity, desires ofyouna people. and rangeofcboiccs
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foraltemativelifestyles.
I don't like school because it didn't encounsge anyooe to do anything except go to
university and raise a family and it totally didn't show anybody any other type of lifestyle.
lbere's so much neat stuffpeoplecan be doing, you don't have to go live in a rich house
and have a family (Cara).
Giroux (1996) blames outdated school practices and educators who, "refuse to give up the loog·
held assumption that school credentials provide the best route to economic security and class
mobility"', for youth disenfram:hisement from school learning (p.6).
In a discussion with two teens about school, they cited inequity ofservices to students as
a major concern. "One thing I hate though is enrichment. They take the smart kids and make
them smarter and they don't l.ike try and help people who aren't as bright" (Robin). "Yeh, why
don't tbeytake the so called dumb kids and try to enrich them" (Dawn).
Despite concerns about schooling practices, mediocre teachers, and peer harassment,
young people still believe that school is imponant, ifnot to themselves directly, then 10 those
who are the determinants ofmeir coUective futures. "I think blowing school off is ru1Iy dumb,
it's one of the most imponant things, you won't go anywhere in this world without if' (T8InllB).
Most of the study participants have, even in their pre-teen years, made conscious
decisions about drugs. Either they pride themselves on being drug-free, 01" they classify their use
ofdrugs as responsible. "I don't think. that there's a problem with pol, uyou want 10 smoke it
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aDd not cause a problem about it, not glamorize it" (Robin). For the most part, they feel in control
oftbeirdrug usc aDd view drugs like marijuana as barmless in moderation. "I like, smoke my
toke but I don't do it inabundaoce aDd I, you know, take my time with it. It doesn't make me
irresponsible, it doestt't make me evil, it doesn't make me want to hun other people" (Summer).
There doesn't appear to be stigma anacbed to being drug-free with this community, unless the
individual becomes preachy in their attempts to influence
Drug Abu" rs Not Cool
The general atmosphere of acceptance ofcasual drug use did not extend to habitual
reliance on "hard" drugs. Some oflhc study participants were clearly out of control in their use of
drugs. This was evident particularly amongst a few girls in Iheir early teens where sporadic use of
marijuana had escalated into experimentation, then frequent use of acid, sedatives, aod
intravenous drugs in conjunction with alcohol.
Michelle (14 years) and Jessie (18 years), already admit to having multiple drug
addictions. They hang out with Skaters, mostly ma1cs, and act as runners for older community
members who deal drugs in the downtown. This gives them access to drugs and places to crash.
These girls are often referred to by their peers as a "lost cause", or become the target ofjokes
when they show up stoned or hung over at the site. Drug abuse within the youth community is
not considered cool by the majority ofmembers.
Young people are familiar with the anti..drug messages which focus on lethal addiction to
drugs like crack cocaine. These messages, prol.ifemted by the media and in schools, neglects the
most common early experiences ofYOUDg teens with alcohol and marijuana. Like the "stop
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smoking" campaigns, the "stay clean· stay real" aDti-drug message: seems to have little impact on
the choices of these young people.
Ii<mo.I&aII
The dnag ofchoice at the site appears to be marijuana. mostly referred to as weed or pot.
It is easy to get and relatively cheap. Smoking joints at the site is a cocmnon occurrence and is
usually a communal activity. Most ofthese teens support legalization of marijuana. They wear
clothing with cannabis leaf logos, "hemp legal" slogans, and tote bags made of hemp products. A
few are members of underground marijuana advocacy groups which actively campaign for the
legalization of marijuana.
Young people point out the contradiction between the social acceptance ofdrinking and
smoking with their devastating consequences to health, family life, and productivity, and the
social rejection of cannabis products which have useful medical and environmenlal applications.
A few young people shared their experiences with aD alcoholic parent, aDd the subsequent family
problems aDd abuse. They feci that alcohol is the drug ofchoice for their parents, and therefore it
is validated by the wider society. Many describe marijuana as a safer choice, after experiencing
extreme hangovers and feelings ofbeing out ofcontrol when drinking.
The Cbanging DDig Scene
Many young people are alarmed by the appearance ofharderdrugs at the site, and are
concerned about the hold that these drugs have on some young people within the downtown
community. "Yes, its definitely getting worse, people aren't just smoking pot anymore or just
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you know gcttiD& & fl&sIc anymore. they're actually going out doiD& crack, speed, and piUs"
(Peter). Fcx & teeoager visitina &om the United S-=s, the paUc:m ofdrug use in Sf- John',
seemed unsettling. "Here there',. ~ofM:idmdstuf[ In the StlKsdUll would be. like.
WlaCCCptabIe.. Ifyou smoke pot dUll', really fiDe, tha', really oormal, bd DOt the rcstoftbat
snaff'" (Cara). Doe youog person m.red. SCOry ofa liieftd who turned to drug abuse to esc:ape bc:r
"troubled mind frame", "Sbe morts Pro2JlC aDd crushes up codeine co shoot up ifsbc get
desperate for a fix" (unknown). This type ofcreativity for getting high seems to springs from
limited available cash for mainstream drugs.
Some feel that there is more pressure to buy drugs lately, and me quality of these drugs is
questionable.
All anybody tries to doan~ is try to sell you pot. It's becoming a real problem too
cuz a lot of people like to rip you of[ They prey on people who probably haven't smoked
any tokes before, who don't kDowwbat it looks like. So what thc:ydo is just sell them
fake stutfaod take off with their mot:lCY. People arc starting to shoot up now,like in their
""" "'" overytbing. (LiDda)
~OI\Sofdrug use frequently arose in photographs taken by study participants.
Shots of drug parapbemalia, aIIeywa)'1 used for drinking and drug use, and poses mimicking
smoking joints were familiar ima&es. Drugs are a preoccupation for young people and seem to
have a great influence over development ofattitudes, behaviours. aod the formation ofsocial
groups. Study participants, however, seem fairly enlighteoed about the effects and contents of the
drugs they use. This stands in c:ontrut to the popular media image of the reckless drug use
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rampant amongst youth today. Drugs are discussed openly, and the study group seemed to enjoy
my interest in their opinions on a topic often guided by adults with an agenda.
-...
What are some ofthe lenses through which young people view the complex worlds in
which they exist? Can examining these leases provide useful insights for educators in bridging
the gap between street comer life and school cultures? These questions guided the collection of
youth perceptions, and the values, beliefs, ideas, and feelings which inform them.
Through their interactions with others, body language, dress, subcultural. codes, and
popular art fonus young people are sketching a rough draft ofthe world as they see it. Through
observation, informal chats, and collecting personal expressions (photographs, poetry, music),
the perceptions ofyoung people in the study group were accessed. Young peoples' perceptions
seemed to focus aroUDd six themes; adults, peen:, youth identity, future oopes and concerns,
media representations of youth, and Newfoundland heritage. These broad themes capture both
commonly held and divergent perceptions expressed by the study group. The expressions, where
possible, are placed in cootextaJoog with interpretations made at the time of the study. Analysis
is drawn from current literature and is used to make linkages with educational practice.
Adults" How rmnb View 64i1lt5
Adults are a familiar topic ofdiscussion amongst young people. These adult figures may
be parents, unrelated older people, tourists, local business people, teachcrs, police officers,
reporters, or other figureheads. Young people seem preoccupied with their personal perceptions
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of bow adults view teenagerS. These perceptions in twn shape teen attitudes and approaches
towards adults. Adults are viewed in a multiplicity of ways, however, comments from the study
participants focus around a few key characteristics.
Multi An; Conformi!il
It is a commonly expressed view that when people get older (20 to 305 and beyoDd) they
COnfOlDl both outwaIdly and inwardly. The physical conformity in terms ofappearance and dress
is expected, but mental coDfonnity shows that adults are letting go oftbeir personal beliefs and
values (Michelle). Young people don't want adults to go aroimd acting or dressing like teeDS,
however, teenagers feel that they sbouldn't lose their individuality and expressiveness as they
..e.
In a series of photographs taken by two 16 year old girls, this phenomeoon ofaging into
conformity is clearing captured. The self-titled photograph, "Going Nowhere Within the Speed
Limit", is lheir spoofOD regulated adult life. It is taken from the roofofanoffice tower, peering
downward onto a busy two lane street. The cars look both uniform in size and shape, and are an
equal distance span. '"They are such responsible, law abiding citizens, they're following the rules
towards oblivion" (Kate & Mandy). To these young women the process ofbecoming an adult
means the exorcism of spirit and vitality.
According to study participants adults doo'tappreciate the unique styles ofdress,
attitudes, and behaviour! of teens today. "Adults feel thai being different is bad., they don't want
to deal with difference" (Al). Adults judge too much based on outWard appearance, they neglect
to look beyond the dyed hair or pien:ed DOSe to really get to know the individual (Hope).There is
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resentmellt towards adults for their limited marpns of-=c:epIability. -rbey say they WOIk bard
for their paycheck aDd they sbouJdn'l baYe 10 put up with scciD& people like thai. on the stteel
(body pierciDg. bead shaved, wild dress)- (Joe).
The DOtioo. that adults U3ed 10 dress weird themselves in the 60s, aDd therefore don't have
the right to look down 00 Iecns today, was meotiooed on seve:raJ. oc:casioos by )'OUIl& people.
Some expressed disappointJbeDt tbM the spirit of frecdom. aDd love youth experienced in the 60s
bas been abandoned and replaced with rigid standards in adulthood. ODe young women spoke
about her mother as someone woo maintained a"60s attitude", .....she's $0 cool and we're like 50
connected" (Tamara).
Adults Fqar Youth
According to)'OUll& people, adults feartbem for a varietyofvery different fC8SOlIS. Fear
ofchange, violence, loss ofempjoyment, and)'OUlh power for social change, cultivates feeLin&t
ofanxiety towards)'O\lD8 peopk..
Youth bauntaduh society because it refcrenccsour Deed 10 be attentive to a f'ut1ft
that others will iDberiL It simultaocously serves as a symbol of bow a society
thinks about itselfand as an indicator ofcbangi.ng values, sexuality, economy, and
the spiritual life ofa nation. (Giroux, 1996, p. 10)
Adults are generally considered by the youth world as being "change-pbobic". According
to teens, this creates a mind set which is DOt conducive to being open about youth today. "Maybe
i'ts Like old people are Icinda not (jstening because they're afraid that we mightaetually have a
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good point. They might think, they're actually not that bad. They're afraid to change their mind
about usn (Dawn).
Tecns believe that adults fear young people. especially in large groups, because youth
symbolize potential violence. Giroux (1996) believes that adult panic within the social spheres of
youth arises out ofthe social construction ofyouth identity as. "abemnt, unpredictable, and
dangerous in terms oftbe investments they produce, social relations they affirm and the anti-
politics they sometimes legitimate" (p. II).
Some teens feel that adults fear job losses to young people who are better trained and
have superior communication skills. "They're afraid we might steal their jobs" (Linda). This
sentiment may be more prominent within the current climate ofbigh unemployment and financial
belt tightening in Newfoundland
Adults seem afraid oftbe potential ofyoung people for social change. "They're afraid that
we're going to grow up and lead the world the wrong way'" (fracey). For the most part. teens feel
that the ability of young people to provide leadership towards positive social change is
questioned by most adults. "Adults fear for the future in the hands of youth" (Fran). This
scepticism seems to have been internalized in young peoples' assessment oftheir own ability 10
provide leadership adequate to the challenges ofthe future.
AdyltS Don't Respect Young People
When probed about what teens would change in the way adults view young people loday,
they ovelWbelmingly said they wanted more respect. This COmplainl was repeated over and over
by the study group. "We're supposed 10 have so much respect for adults when they treat us like
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ShiLl mean we deserve respect too" (Anne). The issue ofrespect surfaced in discussions of
family life, school, and the work place. In these situations teens often feel their opinions and
ideas are not valued, their wishes are DOt respcctcd, and their interests and aspirations excluded
in the midst of adult..ariented agendas. According to 811 extensive survey done in 1992, the study
participants coocems are echoed on a national scale. "Only one in two young people between the
ages of IS and 24 perceive that older adults 'respect their opinions' and fewer than one in three
perceive that adults 'have confidence in young people' or 'understand young people'.•..while
75% ofall Canadian teens place a high value on being respected (Bibby & PostersJd, 1992, p.
301).
Young people share stories ofrejection, stereotyping and persecution by adults and view
it as an inevitable pan of life today. They report collisions with older folks in the local coffee
shops and bars over matters ofetiquette and seniority. On occasion I observed youog people,
when in mostly adult company, emulating expected negative behaviours to elicit the anticipated
negative responses. They might shout or swear in a restaurant, then resent critical comments from
the staffor owner. These clashes are then beld up as an example of the persecution young people
face in the adult world. The "adults don'tlilre teens" perception seems to be a double-edged
sword.
Adults Can'! As; TnIW
The perception that adults can't be trusted first emerged during my introduction into the
community. Gaining acceptance in the community as an adult figure was difficult My intentions
and expectations were carefully scrutinized by young people before they began to provide honest
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impressions oftheir lives. Teens frequently asked how their words, thoughts, and actions vme
being presented, aod how they might appear to others through my thesis...It is too great a risk
lhat aduUs will get the wrong idea about us ifow world is laken apart piece by piece" (Linda).
Hebdige (1988) bascoincd tbc phrase "hiding in the light" to cbaractcrize this aspect ofyouth
culture. For the most part young people appreciate adult interest in their lives but not scrutiny of
it. The reactions and questions ofyoung people througbout the study revealed an intense
scepticism and mistrust ofthose who inhabit the adult world.
Adults' How Mults View Yolltb
The other way to look at youth perceptions is to examine the impressions young people
have of how adults view them. Study participants downtown enthusiastically offer their opinions
about how adults view youth today. According to study participants the image ofyouth through
adult eyes is black and white, and highly distorted. Adults do not have the right impression of
youth for a multitude of reasons which are exaggerated by media stereotypes and limited
experieoce and exposure to youth cultures (Hannah).
Youns People A'li "P;ns;ratigD x:
Young people are well aware of the attributes connected with labels like "Geoeration X".
"The Nowhere Generation", "13th OeD", or ><Slackers", and they resist these labels. "Adults are
full of stereotypes about us, how the youth generation are all grunge puppies and all the kids
today are fruk. body piercers, and follow Kurt Cobain" (Robin). "I bate that Oen X stuff, I hate
being typecast" (Cara). "Adults buy into this image that teens are full ofangst and suicidal and
n
stuff, [think lhat's fucking stupid" (Tamara). Young people resent the represcntationofteens as
mindless worshipers ofa musician who killed himself. ..What's the mcssaec when they relate
teens to him (Kurt Cobain)7" (Sarah). In national surveys, teenagers have rcpcatcdIyexpressed
this same frustralionofbeing stcrcotypcd (Bibby &: Posterski, 1992).
The Generation X persona, largely proliferated through the media, becomes the lens
through which many adults view youth today. "[I makes adults think our opinions don't matter,
we're just going through puberty and we're all mixed up and we're going to change and we're
going to realize this is the way we're going to be ...we're going to tindounclves" (Anne). From
these comments and many others like it, it becomes clear that teens feel the association with
labels like Generation X directly impacts the way they are treated in society. The Generation X
stereotype provides adults with a destructive framework. to evaluate youth behaviour, and a
platform to justify disregard ofor discrimination against an entire generation. Within this frame
of reference, the intense feelings associated with teen problems may be trivializcd by adults. "I
hate when people teU me fm going through a phase, ifrm really angry or upset, it's like they're
not listening~ (famara).
¥mwg Peon!' An: Troublemakers
Teens talk a lot about adult misconceptions ofwbo they arc. "Many adults feci young
people haDg out downtown because they're from broken homes, their families arc drunk and
always stoned, their (parents) don't give a shit about them so they hang out, and it's DOt true"
(peter). Young people arc conscious of being under scnJtiny while hanging out on the street
comer, and for the most part, feci the verdict on them is that they arc troublemakers. Giroux
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(1996) cites Hebdige's portrayal ofyouth as a problem in society.
rn our society, youth is present only wilen its presence is a problem, or is regarded as a
problem. MOR precisely the category 'youth' gets mobilized in official documentary
discourse...at those times when young people make their presence felt by going 'out of
bounds' by resisting through rituals, dressing strangely, sttiIring bizarre attitudes,
bfeaking Nles, breaking bottles, windows. beads, or issuing rhetorical cbaUenges to the
law.(p.27)
This image translates into adult concerns that teenagers are also a bad influence on others.
Several srudy participants commented that parents worry they will corrupt their younger siblings
by being a bad role model. A fewyoung people shared stories of being kicked out of the family
home to soothe parental fears of lethal contamination of siblings with their abnormal behaviour
and exotic dress.
Through observation it became evident that young people did little to dispel this opinion.
In photographs taken by young people there are ample representations oCthe "sullen rebel" image
co-opted by many young people downtown. This tough and distant image. intentionally projeeted
by many youth, seems to intensify the suspicion of adults and furthers the perception that these
teens are troublemakers.
Young People Have No Direction
Another commonly held perception within the youth community is that adults regard
youth as rudderless beings, without any sense of direction in their lives. "Adults incessantly tell
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teenagers that their life experience isn't valuable and they ale going nowhere in their lives"
(Carl). Study participants cited pamital demands that they get ajob or go back. to school, as
stemming from the beliefthat they need strueture and direction to get on with their lives. It
appears that the teen years are viewed by many adults as but a meandering interlude before
geningon with the real business of life. A sense ofdirection, according to adults, is provided by
the external structures, rules, and guidelines imposed on young people within adult-oriented
Most comments about peers were offered during informal chats on a one·to-one basis,
with negative comments being made mostly about peers outside ones own subcultural group.
Most of these comments targeted particular features ofgroup memberships, such as, dress,
language, attitudes, and interests. However, then: appear to be a couple ofcommonly held
perceptions of peers: which traversed the entire community. It is these generalizations about peers
as a whole which are highlighted in this section.
There is some feeling that the quality of new youth downtown is changing over time. The
new generation who are coming downtown to claim their spot, are sized up by the outgoing
generation. Some older teens are critical oftbese new entrants. "The new wave of young people
are mme obnoxious lately, lazy and louder" (Eric, John). "They're ooisy punks, what a messed
up generation, they're just weird" (Lou).
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ADotbercommon point ofcri6cism is the cxIad: of the DeW mtruts pcn::eived
submersion into apathy aod conformity. lbesc youoger teens .-e ridiculed for banging out for
bows doio& DOthing at the W. Memorial (Sarah. AI. Sam). Ac:cor'dio& to Bibby A: Postr:rski
(1992), "CaDadianyoudt today.•..aremore inclined to conform thin to inDovaIe. m;l more
comfortable being quietly passive thin radically active".
Joe expressed a less popular view of his peer group. "'The youth of today, a lot ofthem,
are a lot smarter. Maybe the next generation will be alMe to overcome, become empowered and
get what we deserve. Now its kinda like the age of enlightenment, people are really getting
educated about things" (Joe).
Peers are also commooly criticillCd for being fake or trying to hard to fit in. 1bcsc:
individuals are identified as "posc:rs" aod become the targets ofjokes aod pranks within the)'OUlh
community. "'Young people worry about their image more than. who they really are" (Jasmine).
"Preppies" are also barassed for trying too bn to impress others with their slick dress aDd
careful manners. "Where's their sense of identity man?" (fom).
Most teens state that they respect unique individuals who an: not shaped by a need for
popularity, or shape their style as ruistaDc:e to social trends.
Individualism is important you know, like someone who is individualistic bas their OWD
views and their own strength kind of thing. They are themselves and they haven't been
weighted down by all, this is what you should be in society, or this is what you should be
so I'm not" (Bruce).
7.
The high value placed on being yourselfor being real seems to contradict, however. the
highly choreographed impressions modelled by many adolescents. "Coolness" appears to be most
often an attribute ofa can=fully manicured attitude and attire designed to impress ones peelS.
Although study participants placed a high value on genuineness in their peers, many themselves
seemed overwhelmed by the pn:ssure to conform to subeultur3l nonn5 and maintain an image of
coolness within the context of youth culture.
Reflections ofyouth identity surface in bowthcy define themselvC$ as being, for or
against, good or bad, beautiful or ugly, indifferent or concerned etc. These definitions emerge in
many ways, the most significant ofwhich appears to be in their universal investment in music. A
coll~tive sense of youth identity also seems to be built around cooperatively assumed guides or
core values for living within the community. Through both their music and core values, study
participants paint a rich self-portrait of youth identity.
MIl:;jcandIdentjry
Music is vital in tbe creation ofpcnonal identity for youth. It is difficult to disentangle
some teen's sense of the world, values., and beliefs. from the lyrics and attitudes expressed in the
songs they listen to. Music is a socially powerful stimuli which shapes the modes ofdress,
behaviours, attitudes. and language codes that are meaning-making to the peer group (Daoesi,
1994). Subcultural group boundaries within the community are oonstructcd and maintained, in a
large part, by the stylc(s} of music subscribed to by the group.
n
Ovcrtbecourse oftbe study, [interviewed several bands. rn cachcase our discussWn of
the evolution oftbeir musical tastes, generationoflyrics for original material, and image
production ofthe band, mapped the 1andscape ofpe:rsooal growth of these individuals over time.
It becomes apparent that music leaves an indelible mark on the identity ofyouth, and young
people use music as a transformational tool in shaping their subcultural spaces., per.;onal image,
and outlook on the world.
Many ofthe local bands write original lyrics and set them to the borrowed beats of their
favoured styles of music. Hardcore, blues, foIle, acid rock, grunge, and metal are all styles
subscribed to by youth subcultures downtown. The attitudes associated with the music are
incorporated inlO the identity of the players. "Our music is Icinda like macho red neck directions,
lcinda dark. and evil and stuff. [t's pretty angJy music, bul the lyrics are nollike serious or about
anything very real, it's just kinda like evil" (Band Y). These images are shaped by band members
and become part ofthe personal image worn on the street comer.
Songs wrinen by these bands either COnvey a highly personal message or are intentionally
void of meaning and substance. Band X projects a personal, yet non.political message through
their songs.
Well they're (lyrics) really pmonaI, they're Iike•..mostly stuff that angers me and is on
my mind like you know, instead of going 10 see a psychiatrist ['11 write a song about iL
Most ofthe time I sing about girls, or [sing about people around me like friendships or
just really personal stuffthat people can relate to, I'm not trying to be political or
anything like that because people gel bogged down in stuff like that...who am [ to say this
or that you know tell people what 10 think (peter, Band X).
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In coolrast Band Y burst out Jaucbina wbc:n asked about the messace in the lyrics they write.
"[)on't take us seriously, it's DO( like we'~ really being serious. wejust like kiDdaa Iigbt~
approach, kind ofa~ (8md Y).
Y0UIl& people talk about their music with a sense ofov.rnenbip and commitmem. Musical
tastes are fought DYer precisely because people define themselves and otbers lhroogb what they
like aDd dislike. Taste in music, for youth in particular, is often seen u the key to one's dislina
senseofself<Tbol'DtOCl. 1995). This pcnonalizaIion ofa style of music seems to create astroog
attachment and sense ofcommitmeot. "We would never sell our sort of music out" (Band X).
Some young people express raenbneot when their style of music is misappropriated by others,
especially adults, who are unable 10 connect with the uue meanings ofthe art form. Band Z's
missioo i.s to resurrect in their Sl)'leofmusic, its original purpose and attitude.
I think the blues thing bas been dominated by yuppies for 100 many years. When it started
out it was really evil aDd loud aoo oasty, aDd for some reason it decided that it did DOt
want to be nasty anymore, it's been dominated by yuppies in cafes aDd 5tUf[ People who
buy blues records these days tend to be like my parents and StUff. I don'tl!Unk they have a
grasp ofwbat it's about. (Jobo)
Contact with these bands left. the impression that musicians and musical styles are
explored by teens in great detail. Individual band members seem to bave a unique set of
impressions and opinions about the music they play and listen to. They are able to trace the
evolution of their musical preferences in terms oftbeir persooal maturity process.
Despite the divergent musical tastes lICf'OSS the youth commw'lity, music itselfdoes DOt
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seem to be a point of friction between the subcultures. Musical preference may DOt meet with
approval from peers. but the intensity ofthe connection with music seems to be undemood and
respected by youth downtown as a whole. "Even ifit's oot my style of music [can reJlUe though,
if I go see a band and me singers singing about something, life problems, that he bad that I can
relate to or whatever, we're all youth, we can relate to something" (lDlknown).
~
Most young people view themselves as distinct from adult beings, and they seem. to
solidifY their uniqueness through collective adherence to a set ofattitudes, beliefs and meani.ngs
in tbeireveryday lives. These are integrated into the identity of individuals as pan of being a
youth. Geeks, nerds, preppies, and posers, are said to be out oftouch with these unique aspects of
leenagerhood. They are chastised for being out of sync with their peers by being too serious,
narrow minded. or compliant (identified as adult values). Although youth identity seems to be
based around these core values, they act only as guiding principles, not necessarily codes of
conduct. These core values are widely accepted and proliferate life within the youth community.
These core values become a guide for maintaining a youthful attitude, and they appear to shape
the identity of participants in community life. The most commonly expressed core values young
people identify can be encapsulated in the following statements. It must be noted that some
individuals divert completely from these values, in ~staoce to accepted group norms.
I. It's O.K. to do it ifyou're not hurting anyone else.
2. Say it like it is.
Just don't sayyou're into it when you 'Fe not. You've got to have respect for it, ifyou're
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going to go to owsItows, don. 't go armmd and bash ow band aftu w l~ (BnJd)
3. Be opeo minded.
4. Be who you are. Ooo'tjust try to be diffemtt.
I don't believe in changing/or SOWWOM else. YOII cJrangefrom whal )'01i/eel)101i do" 't
changefrom what olher people letl)lOlL (Eric)
S. Don't sell out on your frierxls or your music.
6. Don't lose sight ofyouridc:aJs.
As long as organiz.alions.rw:h as Yolllh For SociDJ Justiu or Orfam SID)' amtutd it witt
be a finle hit easier beCXlJlSe f'lt Ittrve tltem to mair sun I don. 'I go vnder. People in tMR
organimliO'lS say, don't lose your idulls, don. 'I lose)lOtlT idtntiLy, don 't confonrr...
(Tammy)
7. Havin& a sense ofdiRdioo is iIIl.portaot
Where )'OlI're going go...if)101i don't have direction)'Oli don't have anything, 1rave rupect
for )'Ourselves too. (Brad)
I believe that ifyou work bard at what you're doing your dream will come true••. itjust
takes time. (Mark)
8. Speak: your mind and don't let people push youarouod.
We 'n 01lJSpOUn. we speak alit. ifsomebody is pissing..JoOU offdon't leI it go. (peter)
9. Don't get too politicallyconcct.
/fil'sjiuury, it'sfiuury. (LuU).
10. You get respcct for wMl you do.
We look up 10 a hand. then we Slarled up Q handandplD)', then O1lOIher crowd looks up
to us and then lhey start up a hand. and then people look up to lhem. It's just liM Q cycle
or something.)'01i get respect/or whol)'Oli do. (Mark)
8'
~
Within !be swdy group there is • wide rmge ofopinioos add feeliIlp about the fUture.
Some fed hopeless aDd tbc:refore IplIthctic 01' cynical about the future. while otbcrs feel positive
and are dctcnniJxd to be active I*ticil*lts in sIuIping • better future. These orienratioos could
roughly be divided aloog subculturall.ines. Art Fags aod Freaks teod co view themselves more as
pan oftbe political aDd bumanitariaD process towards change. They demonstraIe this through
lheir community involvemetlts and effons to raise awarmess of issues through popular lbeane
and art. They also feel more hopeful about their own potential for a fulfilling career, satisfying
personal life. and ability 10 contribute to their community. Sarah is bopeful about the future,
"...people complain and ridicule Freaks for their artificial activism but some action is bettetthen
nothing. I feci I have the best hope ofcontributing on fem.injst issues because I UDderstaOO it, its
pan of my life c:xpe:riencc:" (Sarah). Other subcultural groups such as Slcaten and Skullies seem
10 be more pessimistic about their own persooal futures and the furureofsociety. It proved
difficult to acc:ess specific feelings and coocems oflbe iDdividuais within tbc:se groups beyood. a
determined sense ofbopdessness. Tbeydoo't seem 10 buy into the dream ofmaterial well-being
and social mobility, and appca:rreluctant to depict tbeirbopes OD the uocertain c::anvasoftbe
future. According to Giroux (1996) this sentiment is spreading withinyoutb cultures. ..What II5ed
to be the pessimism. of a radical fringe is DOW the sban:d assumption ofa generation (Ansbaw
ciled in Giroux, p. 27).
A universal coocem amonast study participants seems to be that adults are rushing young
people too early into decisions about careen and lifestyle choices. "There is too much push 10
decide what you want to be and do in the future.. fmonIy IS, what's the nub?" (Kale). "I'm 11
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years old, I can't sit down and go, wbatam [going to do with my life, it's really bard" (Brad).
Some, like Peter, don't know where they're beaded, butuecertain where they don't want to go
in the future. "I don't particularly know (about my future), all I know is DOt addiction.. that's all,
lhat's alii know" (Peter).
Most teens reali.ze that the adult world presents its own stresses and responsibilities, and
they wouldn't mind holding off on the tl"*lsition to adulthood a little longer. "I want to bang onto
the excesses and UrespoDSlllility ofyouth as long as possible" (Kate). Acalrding to Giroux (Fall
1994), for postmodem youth .....adulthood means pulling back on hope and trying to put offtbe
future rather than taking up the modemistcballcnge ofttying to shape it (p. IS). Young people in
this study group seem. more comfonable centriDg their expressions around the immediacy of
present events and the people woo populate their immediate world, then looking toWllIds the
future.
Mr4ja Representations ofYoutb
Young people who bang out at the War Memorial get a fair amount ofattention from
local media. They an:: interviewed wben conflicts arise between youth and the general public or
police, or when complaints about the swe ofthe site or conduct oftcenagers surface. Last year
there was a rash ofarticles in the local paper and letters written to the editor criticising teenagers
at the site for littering, using offensive language, and defacing the war monument. Equally, there
were responses in support of the youth community and stories of young people helping tourists
and behaving respeetfuIly while at the War Memorial. So far this summer there bas been no
media coverage about the site or the young people there.
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Study J*ticiP8DU cxpRSS frusttalioD and misttust of people in the media md dislike the
media's aqIc on youth doWDlOwn. "'The media perceives all)'OUDl people that baDgoot
do'WDtown as freaks aDd drua.sdicts" (UDkDown). ., think the whole fuckina media
misoonccption ofyouth is like we're all out there drinIcing, doing drugs irrespoQsibly and stuff'"
(Summer). Young people fed their messages are distorted bytbe press. "Lasl: yeac I was on the
news and lhey came down andasJccd us all these questioDsaod tbey(press) took the bad side of it
and edited outeverytbing that we said" (Robin). Thornton (1995) describes these distons about
youth as"moral panic storics" which tum, "youthfullcisure into revolt. lifestylc inro social
upheaval, and differeoce into defiance" (p. 6).
Over the summer, following the death ofa member oflhc youth community (Mr. F).
criticism ortbc media was reignited. Friends feared that the media wouJd try to link alcohol with
his death. smear his JllIIDC,., and make it seem like just another tragedy sclf-infljeted by the
irtespoosiblc letS ofyouth (unknown).
'1bc fuc:1ci.n' media keep intcrviewin& tbose Sku1Iy assbolcs from Middle Cove.. Those repotten
keepaskiag them about divingofftbc cliff, partying .... drinking out there and. stuf£..•Mr. F
wouldn't dive off, he couldn't even swim for Cbrist's sake" (Sarah).
I was given a glimpse ofbow some young peoplc view media attempts to change the
sclf.dest:ruetive habits ofyouth such as smoking. drug tlSC, and unprotected sex. Katc aDd Mandy
think the media aoti-smokinll blitzes directed at teens are a joke. In ODC photograph they captured
the warning label on a packofcigareues which states, "Tobacco Smokc Causes Fatal Lung
Disease In Non-Smokers". '"So aU the non-smokers get cancer and we caD happily go on smolcing
in good health...oh goodic" (Mandy). T'bey feel the anti.smoking media hype is just attracting
_lOlbc_""'f__of_"Thoy'~-'<iDolbc_bytdling
kids oat to smoke. which makes tbmlll:¥n altradcd to smokiD&. The -.is aR really fiuxIy"
(Kate). The huge impact mass media his hid OIl. study~ in terms ofCOI1UDeI" habits,
identiry formation. anitudes., and bcbavioors is beyood the scope of this study.
N1:wf9!uvlJ,wl Heritage
Being a Newfoundlander seems to present an atlnK:tivc chal1enae to youth. This may be
an odd statement, but almost without exception, teeDS express that the '"underdog", "rough
around the edges" aDd '"unpredictable" cllaracte:rizatons associated with being a Newfoundlander
appeal 10 the spirit ofyouth. Newfoundland is a place tbalseems to inspire adcepseosc: of
loyalty in youth. "I don't want 10 bail Olll 00 it DOW. I hope to see it survive, and I want to stay
here aDd walCh it survive., and maybe help" (Summer). Some young people feel they must resist
theecooomic injustices beapedon the proviDce by"'tbe reds". "['m glad to be from here, this is
always going to be mybomecuzljll$t thi.D.k. it's reallyexc:elleot....we·ve been through shit down
here like so much shit, they're always putting us down cuz all the fish an: gooe DOW we're all on
welfare you Imow.noDeofus bavejobs" (Tamant). There is. sense ofurgmcyto re:sunec:t the
image oCtile bardworlring. ever humorous, and tolerant Newfoundlander, &lid to be UDdc:mood
by the outside world. "I want people 10 know about this place. there are people that think we live
in igloos" (Robin). "'t's that overall view that we're drunken fishermen and we're aU on welfare
that bugs me" (Anne).
Despite this determined pride and loyalty, many young people are critical oftheir
traditional beritagc. People in the fishery are criticized by some young people who feel they are
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"Ieccbingoffthe aovcmmeat", or '"lazY' (UDiaJown). Even teeas who seem to support
NewfOUDdlaDd music, local arts IlIld culnn. cbarattr:rizc)'OUlh &om rural~ as '"backwmf',
..stupid", and '1az:y". This JlPPU=l coatradiction 'M:IU1d be IIIl interesting sub;iectoffurtber study.
Ow:r'all, two com.y opinions about Newf<MDdlaDd beritagc and opportunity within the
province surfac.ed. FUstly, it's a pIKe with little opportunity for career, sociallllld cultural
growth. Sec;:oodly, being a Newfouod1aDder is a point ofpride, the province is b'Uly home, and
young people don't want to abandon iL The latter opinion was most commonly expressed by
study participants.
Cba",crS"mmary
The process of shaping identity is an ongoing interactive cycle. As described by study
participants dements such as, family, peers, school and, drugs influeoce young people's
perceptioDs of adults, peers, parents, youth identity, media, future prospects, and cultural.
heritage. These influences and perceptioos offer refermce points, oppommities for coUective
struggle, and cognitive material from. which to creare an iDdividuaJ. identity.
This kiod of expIorlllion of the eie:mems which shape the identity ofyouth, is aitical to
moving beyond reactive and defensive represen.tarioDSofyouth. "I rescarc:h the spoken and
written words oftbe students to learn what they know, what they want, and bow they live. Their
speeches and writings, are privileged access to lbeircooscioumesses" (Sbork Freire, 1987, p.
9). Finding these access points into youth consciousnesses provides a depth of knowledge whicb
raises our awareDeSS, heightens our sensitivities, and highlights the importance ofconnecting
with oontemporary youth experience.
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Chapter 4-: BridJiog The Gap Between Youth and School Cultures
TbeR: is DO defect in traditional education greater than its failure to secure the active c0-
operation ofthe pupil in constrUCtion of the purposes involved in his studying. (John
Dewey, p. 43. 1938)
The fundamental logic of including Y01mg people in the purposes of their education has a
long history. However. in contemporary society this logic remains on lhe sidelines of school
manageD1Cnt policy, and has been relegated to the back benches in the current chaotic climate of
educational restructuring. It is my assertion that any plans for educational change are doomed 10
failure without the consideration ofcontemporary youth experience as an integral part of scbool
life and as a critical objcctofstudy.
This chapter will apply the understandings ofyouth culture gained through observations.
interviews, and focus groups with study participants and examine them in relationship to
contemporary school cultures and current pedagogy. Firstly. an introduction to school cultures
will be provided distinguishing some of the basic structures. functions. and conb'adictions which
characterize scboollife wilhin lbc current climate of educational change. Secondly. potential
cultural gaps between youth and the adult-«icnted worlds ofteaehcrs. administrators. and others
who shape life within scbools will be highlighted. Lastly. suggestions will be made to bridge
tbcsc cultutal gaps in the areas of school vision, cUJricuium content, and approaches to pedagogy.
These areas wiU be explored for openings where the inclusion ofyouth experience and
knowledge may effcctively bridge the gap between street comer and school cultures.
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It is my bope that this chapter will confinn the importaDl;:e of UDderstaDding youth
cultures, and provide practical suggestions for educators in reaching out to the young people in
their classrooms to more intensely involve lbem. in the project of learning. References from
curreDt liteIature, my personal experience with youth, and insights gained from data collected
during the course oftbe study will collectively inform this chaplet.
The culture ofscbool is made up oftbe patterns of acceptance and rejection.. the methods
ofgaining status and leadership, the ways ofusing authority and allocating belonging, the
ideas about individuality and conformity, about what constitutes success and worth
expressed in the formal and informal rules of conduct [thatJ-offer daily lessons for
personal and group conduct. This culture teaebes about life and relationships, good or
bad, depending on what patterns and values it foUows. (faba cited in Hollins, 1996, p. vi)
The hierarchial system ofgovernance of schools, the age and ability groupings,
uniformity ofcurriculum. methods ofstudent control and discipline, the set pattern of movement
sanctioned by the ringing of bells are all part oftbc: culture ofschooling. School life is defined by
these functions and structures which make up the everyday experience for students. School
cultures are a reflection of the political, moral, and social fabrics ofthe wider society in which
they exist. We can not escape the fact then that the cultural discontinuities ofour society are also
present in schools in the form of"differences in the treatment ofstudents, and at times
differeoces in the quality of education provided, based on classism, racism, and sexism"
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(HoUins., p. 31). School cultures are sbaped. by the contradictions inherent in the buman
communities it setVeS, and tbcsc contradictions become part ofyoung people's experience within
thorn.
School Cilium; and Cbang;
Today is an unprecedented time ofsocial change which bas made the process of
educating the young decidedly more complex, and for whicb school systems are radically
unprepared. The influx ofdiverse racial and ethnic groups, agendas ofspecial int~ groups,
involvements of business in education, and gargantuan leaps in technology amidst financial
restraints and budget cutbacks, bave thrown our educational system into chaos. Schools bave
become sites of intense cultural politics. According to Levinson et aI. (1996), "Politics can engulf
the curriculum, coalitions form and reform trying to appropriate the schools to their own ends
and students, often the voiceless objects of education reform, may become recalcitrant" (p. I). It
is within this push and pull environment tbat students find themselves facing the most uncertain
of futures in the elastic teefmo..world oftbe new millennium.
lcknritvingOap:;
Is it not possible that the perceived problematic relationship between what students learn
and experience in and outside schools is in part a consequence of the unreflective
emphasis on leamin& and experience within schools? Can the issues surrounding the
integration ofleami.ng at two different points in time withinscbools be discussed, let
alone resolved, without attention to coocurrenlleaming and experience in and out of
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school? (Sarason. 1995, p. 198).
The separation. and in some cases alienation, ofexperience and knowledge gained within
and outside the school walls, is the primary reason for gaps between school and youth cu1twes.
Why do these gaps exist? Why is youth experience not validated within school cultures? Part of
this seems to binge on some of the basic differen«s or cultural gaps study participants identified
between young people and adults (teachers. principals. parents etc.). These cultural gaps exist: in
the life experiences and future prospects, social commitments. and basic attitudes of
contemporary youth and generations past, and ifUIII'eCOnciled, impede the integration ofYOUDg
people into the adult.managed environment of scltooL This section will focus on these basic
cuituraJ gaps and the changing societal contexts which SUSIa.in them. Adult managed institutions,
[ike schools, need to become cognizant of the missions, program..s. leisure activities., stUdent
groupings, and pedagogical approaches imprinted on a generation with which they share so little
common ground.
Gam jn ( iCe Expc;rjs;nq:
youth today inhabit a world which is uncharted wilderness to older generations.
Technology is ODe oftbc primary areas which delineate adult and youth experience: in
contemporary society. Most adults pen:c:ive knowledge, skill. and comfort gaps between the
technological worlds ofthemselves and the young.
Youth talk to each other over electronic bulletin boards in coffee houses in North Beacb,
California. Cafes and other public salons, once the refuge ofbeatniks, hippies, and other
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cultural radicals have given way to members ofthc hacker culture. They reorder their
imaginations through cormcctioll to virtual reality technologies, and lose tbemsclves in
images that wage war on traditional meaning by reducing all forms of understanding to
random access spectacles. (Giroux, Fall 1994, p. 34)
This "techno-gap'" creates uneasiness in the relationships of those cbarged with teacbiog young
people. The once solid grounding ofthc tcachcr as the bearer of knowledge and impacter of
wisdom is fundamentally altered in !be instant access to information age of the young. Several
young people in the study commented on their teacher's limited knowledge ofcomputer
teChnology and their lack ofUDderstanding oflbe impact this revolution is having on youth
cultures.
Along with advances in tcchnologycornes a virtual revolution in the world of work: for
the coming generation. Adults, whose experience with planning for a successful future included
the acquisition of secondary or university level education in their field of interest, can not begin
to conceive ofwhat might appropriately prepare young people for future success. There appears
to be a general loss offaitb in any recipe for future security. According to Giroux (l994), life for
the young is like a lottery with the luck of the draw detenn.ining whether you get a McJob or
enter the high rolling world offinancc.
It is DO wonder then that gaps are created between youth and adults as they are dealing
with a completely different prognosis oftbe futwe. Today, most parents,leaders, and teachers
"don't know bow to teach these children who are so different from what they themselves once
were, and most children are unahle to learn from parents and elders they will never resemble"
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(Mead, 1969, p. 14). It is c:ssentiaI thaf. those involved in education both~ the eoormity
ofthe gap which exists between their own life cxpc:ric:Ix::cs md those cootcmporary )'OUlh, IDd
search for commonalities ofdesires aod experience which they can intcgr:atc into the learning
pro<cM.
Gaps jn Sosj.! CnmmjtmqJt,
As mentioned in 0Japter 2, '"Shifting ofRdationsbips", young people place. hiP. value
on friendships and form stroDg attacbmc:uts to their subcultural groups. AccordiDa: to study
participants, tbe peer group is the primary source ofsupport and nurturing. The strength of
friendship bonds and peer COII1IWtmeots amoogst youth today, should not beuoder~
within school environments. Commitment boods with peen can overwhelm commitments to
scbool structures., and interrupt collaborative leaming formations inspired by the teacher. "The
usc ofcoUaborative methods in the classroom presupposes an uncomplicated relation between
teaebersand tbeirofficial business, on one hand, and the subcultures ofpu:pilson the other"
(Brake., 1980, p. II 5). The social c:onsttuetioos ofteachers are sabotaged by the social
commitments ofstudents. Tbc dialogue between young people on the street comer offer insight
into tbedepth oftheirc:ommitment to their friends, subcultural group, aDd to youth as a whole.
Teachers tread xros:s lines construetedoo saacd trusts between individuals, and cultural codes
fusing groups in solidarity. I have witnessed many teachers disregard of or disrespect for the
invisible grid ofcomplex relations created in comer life destroy any opportunity for meaningful
leaming within the classroom. The end rtsult is usually legislated punishment or banistu:nent of
disNpforsoftbc social order imposed bytbe teacher.
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GapsiqArriNdcs
As demonstrated by the study group, many young people present an appearance of
indifference which is modelled in their postures, attitudes, and bours spent in apparently aimless
inactivity. This indifference stems from the rapidly changing social oootext and absence of
traditiooaJ marken for the future (Giroux, 1991). Hence, the label most frequently associated
with this generation, "slacken". ''Slacking is a rational response to casino capitalism, the
randomization of success, and the utter arbitrariness of power. Ifno talent is still enough, why
bother to booe your skills? (Giroux, Fall 1994, p. 26). The roil oftbe dice quality of making it in
contemporary society is a completely unique experience to this generation which older people,
who have followed the Protestant work ethic recipe to success, are unable to fathom. This creates
an attitudinal gap between the current generation and those ofpast generations. Without a fuller
understanding ofthe evolution ofattitudes ofthe young within a wider social context, teachers
are unable to relate to their perceived indifference within school environments.
In their school lives young people are buttressed against these gaps in life experience.
social commitments, and attitudes through their dealings with teachers, administrations, boards,
parent councils, and within their own peer groups. Gaining an awareness ofthese gaps is the first
step in building bridges with young people in schools.
Bridging The Gaps
There is no such lhing as a neutral educational process. Education either functions as an
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insttumeut which is used to facilitm; the integmion ofthe youoaer aeocntioo illto the
logic ofthe present systc:maad bring about conformity to it. or it becomes 'the practice of
freedom', the means by which IDCQ and women I*'ticipMe ill the transformation oftbcir
world. (Shaul cited ill Hollins, 1996, p. IS)
Bridging cultural gaps requires a shift ill our thinking from schooling illto conformity to
schooling towards transformation. This shift needs to be reflected within scbool visions,
curriculum content. and our approaches to pedagogy.
Changing Jbc Vision
Contrary to the cumnt bac:Ic--fO.tbc.basics mentality drivinp much ofschool restructuring
movement across Canada, schools Deed to first address the shifting altitudes, cxpcrienc:es.,
knowledge, representation. and desires ofthis new geoeratioo ofyoutb.. This can not be done
within the dominant disciplinary COIlfiguruioos ofknowledge and practice within schools
(Giroux. 1996). What bas beencaUed for by many educators and -=-k:mics is a redistnbutioo of
power among Ieacbers, students, and administralors to provide the cooditioos for srudeDts to
become ll&COts in their learning process {Giroux, 1996, Coleman, 1992. Bibby k Posterski. 1992,
et aJ.>. This power shift can be achieved through the infusion of practices aDd values fOUDd in the
student's other life-worlds into school environments. Hollins (1996):sua&ests many ways of
achieving a more equal and inclusive school vision which centres around youth knoWledge.
experience, and empowerment. Schools must legitimize the knowledge students bring to school;
make meaningful connectiODS between scboolleaming and cultural knowledge acquired outside
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of school; create a hybrid culture in school that is congruent with the students peer and family
cultures; and balance the rights of students and teachers (Hollins, 1996).
Along with shifting power amongst students and staff, schools sbould strengthen their
potential for social suppon of all students. <O(f school, besides being an institution providing
knowledge and intellectual training, should also become a social platform, an encouraging pan of
the adolcsccnt'scvcryday life••.A 'good school' in this sense is a society's unsurpassable
contribution to youth politics" (Humlman, 1996, p. 42). The social support role of schools is
often mentioned as an additional burden which should be discontinued. In my experience, the
social support provided young people within schools is an integral pan offostering learning and
personal growth. A caring approach used by teachers in [CC()gnizing a student's absence,
enquiring about a change in attitude or performance, or chcclcing in during a difficult period. is
vital 10 asttldent's sense ofconncction to school and learning. For study participants, the social
support provided by teachers and principals was cited as very significant in fostering positive
attitudes towards school and in incTeasing their motivation to succeed within the school conten.
Refocusing Curriculum
The dominant curriculum treats motivation as outside the action of study. Tests,
discipline, punishment, rewards, the promise of future jobs, are considered motivation
devices. alienated from the act of learning now....The best thing is always the thing you
are not doing. No wonder students are non-ooopcrative. (Shor & Freire, 1987, p. 5)
Students are Dot engaged in what is occurring in the classroom when the content is
preseoted as something co be mastered IDd DOt as something to explore. Y0UDg people need to
see themselves. crthings tbatrNtclo tbcirworlds oursidcofsc:booJ.. R:flected in wbaI: they are
lc:aming. Acooniing to Sarason(I99S). "1bc I:DDR: a classroom CODtaiDs tbedwacccristic:s of
outside'"5Cbool situations, the I:DDR: the people in that classroom will expe:rieDce aDd sustain
interest" (p. 204). In many instaDc:es, "'kDowiedae is baDded to them like a corpse ofinfonnation
• a dead body ofknowledge - DOt a living connection to tbcir reality" ( Shor k FR:Ue. p. 5).
"Shopping malls, street commwtities, video halls, coffee sbops,lelevision cultwe, and other
elements of popular culture must become serious objects ofschool knowledge" (Giroux, Fall
1994, p. 21).
In Hollins (1996) book, "Culture in &hool Learning", be emphasizes that educators
should gam insight ncc:essary fOl" making Iinb between the student's experiences in and out of
school by asking probing questions oftbemselve:s. Hollins presents the followin& questions 10
focus educalors on the studeftt's experiential hackground;"What sipificant experieoc:es and
social c:ocuacts have individual students bad within aDd outside school that flame behaviour,
learning and perceptions within school?"', and '"How can knowledge of these sianificant
experiences aDd social cootaets be..-ilized 10 support meaningfulleMning in the classroom?"' (p.
156). These questions mark. the beginning ofvalidatin&youth experience within the curriculum.
Acwniing 10 Giroux (1996), it is DOt enough. to place youth experience on the curriculum,
it must become a critical object ofstudy within the classroom. The challenge of including youth
experience and knowledge across subject areas lies in engaging students to coUectively analyse
and asle critical questions about whal occurs in their everyday lives and N •• .it must adchess how
the different postmodem conditions and contexts ofyoutb can be cban&ed in order to expand and
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deepen the promise ofa substantive democracy" (Giroux, 1996, p. 46). Taking themes that are
most problematic to students, and providing a forum for analysing tbe:m. critically, empowers
young people to resist complete acceptance ofaDd immersion in mass culture. "Situatillg
pedagogy in student culture does not merely exploit or endorse the given but seeks to transcend
it" (Shor, 1986, p. 104).
Reframjng P;dagogy
Teachers have no choice but to inquire into each stUdent's unique culture and learning
bisto[)', to determine what instructional materials might best be used, and to dC1ennine
when a student's cultural and life experiences are compatible, or potentially iJK:ompatible,
with instruction. To do less is to build emotional blocks to communication in an already
complicated instruction situation. (Berliner cited in Hollins, 1996, p. 29)
Early in the school year teachers need to reframe their role as transmitter of information
10 one ofexplorer and observer in the mission ofgathcring insights. The level of inquiry aeeded
10 flesh out the cultural lives ofstudents within the classroom places the teacher in the role of
researcher. "I examine the worlds and themes most important to them so I will have reality-
materials for the class studies....The fim researcbet, then, in the classroom, is the teacher who
investigates his or bet students" (Sbor &. Freire, p. 9). Nol only should teachers look for insights
into youth experience, but also they must search for an understanding of the resistances and
openings individuals present towards scboollearning. This type ofresearch can be undertaken
while the course is underway through dialogue and exercises (Shor& Freire, p. II). It is
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important that these awarmc::sses ofstudent life aod orieutatiou to scboolleaming occurs within
an atmospbere wbm: studeIlts aaree to say, wriee. aDd do 'IJr'bM is mbeotic to than.
In my expericx:e, I*t ofaatin&: an 8tIDOSpbere ofbooesty is through sbaring piccc:s of
my own world, and by doiDg wbal: the youoa people in thi5 study place high value 00. which is to
strive for autbemicity and indc:terminacy in my daily teaehiDg. By '"just bein& yourseJ.r within the
teaChing role, youug people tend to share more oftbcmselvcs., leaving behind the "'adult·61temJ"
versions of reality. Shor (1986) makes this point eloquently in discussing his approach to
teaching. "I didn't present a distant, teaeberly manner and didn't expect lhem 10 be disabled
characters in a traditional school script. Both of us were free to be natural" (p. 25).
"Productive learning occurs when students and teacbets teach each olber" (Sarason, p.
14). Through sharing the learning experieuce aDd joining in open ended inquiry into subjects
with studenls, talchets are modelling the attitude oflife long learning and commitment to
persoo.a.I growth. This is what Freire lilt. Sbor refer to as ...."beraIory educatioo", when:: students
and teachers are both critical agents in !be act of1cDowing. This approach to teaching is an
essential part of opening !be doors to youth expcrieocc within the classroom. It signals the
student that the teae:ber is willing to be vu1DerabIe and take risks in order to further tbeirOWD
understanding. This approach requita lhaC course struetun:: remains 8uid aDd responsive to the
tides of student and leacber leamine...Indeterminacy rather thaD order should become the guiding
principle ofa pedagogy in which multiple views, possibilities, and differences are opened up"
(Giroux, 1994).
Teachers themselves, across all subject areas and grtde levels, are capable of reforming
their pedagogy with only. change in their vision ofleamiDe. Through refonnlng their view of
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students as receptacles ofschool Slmctioned knowledge, and casting themselves as rescan:bers
and co-lcarncrs within their classrooms, teaebcIs invite students to be curious, critical, aDd
creative. The project oflcaming becomes ODe that transcends the boundaries ofthe classroom
and engages the coot:radictioos, cboices, and commitrnerlts within stteet comer life.
Charng SUmmary
It is the knowing ofyoung people, both as representatives ofa DOvel culture, and as
individuals within a particular COQtelCl, that allows us to make connections instead of erecting
barriers. Bridging gaps between youth and school cultures begins with the individual. Change is
most effectively enacted by those most intimately involved in the struggle. It is leacher in the
classroom, then, who must enrich their understanding of youth, and seek to engage others in
infonned dialogue about the students they teach. It is these grassroots innovations which will
challenge prominent notions that changing school structures, adjusting curriculum, adding new
clubs, installing video monitoring in baIlways, stRaIning, segregating. or technologizing schools
will improve the learning experiences and future prospects ofcontemporary youth. Bridging gaps
requires a clearly defined shift in our thinking and daily practice of our new awarenesses within
our classrooms.
Closing Thoughts
We shall DOl cease from exploration and the end of all our exploring will be to
arrive where we staned and know the place for the first time. ([.S. Eliot)
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Thi5 passIp: from the "Fow QuIneu" summarizes die experieoce ofreseachiDa: die
bidden texn.In:S ofyouth culture.. As tcKbcn., educalon.. admiDistnIIon, or professors, youDg
people are part ofour daily exisIaICe aod seem. familiar to us. On closer examination, bowever,
the familiar behaviours, attitudes, dress, speech patterns. and symbols ofyoutb. ate resurrected as
objects ofcuriosity and wonder. It is tbroUBh these lenses that our students can be known again
forthe first time.
The participaots in this study sbamI fieelyaod with enthusiasm pieces oftbcmselves aDd
their world. Many have written to me siDce., eoclosing sketches. poems, songs, aod stories, of
tbcirevayday lives. They ask if('m finisbcd my study of youth, aDd [have to say 110. This study
continues because of my recognition that knowledge of youth cultures both enriches my teaching
expericoces, and is an essential ingredient in SlUdent success.
Young people are DO longer individuals with limited histories and little knowledge. Their
lives are no longer uncluttered and uncomplicated. They are no longer just teenagen., with teen
problems, teen moods, and teeD friends. I QOW know that they have rich histories and are full of
profound insights. Tbcy ue part of. complex oenvork of social relationships with elaborale
codes ofconduct, Jangu.se. aDd traditiODs. Tbey belollg to • historical context which is
mysteriously foreign.. They also face uocatain funues and mooumeDta! 5OCiaJ. problems within
their lifetimes. These DeWawarmessc:s ofyouth, the extraordinary in the ordinary aspects oflbcir
cultures, open doors to a mnodelling of educational thought and recast educators inlo the role of
lifelong researchers. This study of the evolving life-worlds of youth will continue.
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